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Minnesota Chapter
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, REFRIGERATING AND AIR-CONDITIONING ENGINEERS. INC.
Celebrating 75 Years of
Service to the Community

COPY OF ARTICLE FROM APRIL 1918 "JOURNAL"

or AM. Soc at HCAT. fc VIMT. ENCJNUU

APPLICATION FOR CHAPTER

(April)

*»

To The AMERICAN Societv of HEATING AND VENTILATJNG ENGINEERS.
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
We. the undersigned members of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY of HEATING AND
VENTILATING ENGINEERS. respectfully beg to present herewith our petition for a
Charter in order that we may organize a local Chapter of the Society in the Twin
Cities for the Slate of Minnesota. Our objects in organizing this Chapter are
quite explicitly covered in the paragraph under Incorporation, as given on page
82 of the 1916 Year Book, and if the charter be granted us, we herewith promise
to abide by all the regulations as set forth under Article IX. on Local Chapters, as
indicated on pages 95 and 96 of the said Year Book.
It is our desire that the name of the local Chapter, if charter be granted us, be
the Minnesota Chapter of The AMERICAN SOCIETY of HEATING AND
VENTILATING ENGINEERS. We expect to draw upon the Twin Cities, Duluth
and other cities of the Slate for our membership and therefore advise that the
name be the Minnesota Chapter.
We have already taken steps to provide for a good strong working membership,
and have sent in nine applications for membership in the Society to date. We are
assured of still more and the indications are that upon our permanent
organization, we will have a working strength of at least 33 to 40 members.
Respectfully submitted,

JONH R. ALLEN.
GEO. R. ATHERTON,
A. BEUNGER,
D.M. FORFAR
H. E. GERRISH.

ALBERT MARTIN
P. M. O'CONNELL,
R. W. OTTO,
C HAS. L. PILLSBURY
C. F. TWEED.

A motion was offered that the petition be granted and charter
authorized for the organization of Minnesota Chapter of the Society.
which was seconded and carried.
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EXCERPTS OF SPEECH AT NOVEMBER 9,1993 CHAPTER MEETING by
NEIL R. PATTERSON, SOCIETY PRESIDENT

Good evening! — I am very honored to be a part of your celebration of
the 75th anniversary of the Minnesota Chapter's chartering. I have
always believed that chapters — through the active participation of its
members — must be the base on which ASHRAE builds its many programs.
Through those efforts, our Society has been able to advance the arts and
sciences of heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and refrigeration for
the public's benefit for nearly 100 years.
And through involvement of your chapter members at the local and Society
level, the Minnesota Chapter has certainly played a vital role in
advancing the Society's work. The fact that you've been able to sustain
involvement since 1918, the year the chapter was chartered, is a true
testament of your members' commitment to the principles that ASHRAE
stands for.
****Portion omitted here****
In 1918, World War I was going on as were preparations for its
conclusion. President Woodrow Wilson proposed the 14 points for world
peace, and the Allies signed the armistice with Germany, Austria and
Hungary in November.
****Portion omitted here****
As your chapter was chartered during these circumstances, your Society
was continuing to grow and further address the issues facing the
Industry. ASHVE — The American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers — One of the predecessor societies of ASHRAE and the one in
which the Minnesota Chapter finds its roots, was 24 years old.
ASHVE had been organized in 1894 by a group of 75 engineers who felt the
time was ripe for the formation of an engineering society relating
solely to heating and ventilating. With the chartering of the Society,
dissemination of the latest industry knowledge was made possible by
holding national meetings and by the publication of the papers
presented.
It was in January 1918, in New York City that ASHVE held its 24th Annual
Meeting in which many papers were presented including a paper by John R.
Alien, who was the first president of the Minnesota Chapter, entitled
"What We Do and Don't Know About Heating". Some of the other papers
included "The Basis of Limitation of Domestic Fuel Supply" and "The
Relation of Hot Water Service Heating to Various Types of Buildings".
It's interesting to note that those very same papers could well have
been presented in today's Society meetings.
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At the same time that advancements were being made in heating and
ventilating, similar progress was being made in the technical aspects of
refrigeration through ASRE, the American Society of Refrigerating
Engineers, another ASHRAE predecessor society.
ASRE, which was founded in 1904, held its 14th Annual Meeting in December
1918, also in New York City. Some of the papers presented at that meeting were:
1."The Household Refrigerating Machine" by John Starr
2."Developments in the Ammonia Industry"
3."Flywheel as an Element in Synchronous Motor Drives"
4."The Development of a Standard Refrigerator Car"
A grand total of 47 people attended that meeting presided over by ASRE
President Ezra Frick, founder of the Frick Company.
It was at this point in time that the Minnesota Chapter was starting on its
successful launch of chapter growth, technical program presentations and
member participation.
In the Annual Report of its activities for the year 1918, the chapter
reported that a petition was signed by 12 members in January and
forwarded to the Society for permission to organize a local chapter. Later
that same month, 30 people attended an organizational meeting held at the
Minneapolis Athletic Club. It was at this meeting that plans were laid for
an active campaign to increase the local membership.
Three months later another meeting was held, this time at the Campus Club
of the University of Minnesota. It was there that the charter for the
organization of the Minnesota Chapter had been officially granted. It was at
this meeting that John R. Alien was elected Chairman, and Harry Gerrish was
elected Secretary and Treasurer. It was also at this meeting that the
prohibitively high chapter dues were set at a grand total of $1.00 per year.
In the following month of May, a joint meeting was held with the local section
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers at the Engineers Club of
Minneapolis. The program for the evening was a lecture given by E.H. Davis of
the American Steam Pump Company.
At this same meeting it was reported that as a result of a membership drive,
eight new members had been elected to membership and seven names of applicants
for membership had been posted in the Journal. At this point in time, the
chapter estimated that they would have about 50 members by the next Annual
Meeting of the Society.
From these humble beginnings, the Minnesota Chapter continued to flourish.
Over the next several years, one particular chapter meeting caught my
interest. In April of 1930 the Minnesota Chapter meeting met in Rochester
for the purpose of touring St. Mary's Hospital and
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the new Mayo Clinic building. After the tour a dinner was served -inside a furnace! Believe it or not, 25 people were able to sit down to
dinner inside a new furnace that had recently been installed in the
Franklin Heating Station.
Today, as we celebrate the 75th anniversary of your chapter, we can see
its legacy runs deep and long. Today, the Minnesota Chapter has 78 Life
Members and five Fellows. The Fellows, although not all with the
Minnesota Chapter now, are: Richard Jordan, Lou Flagg, John Janssen, Bob
McDonald and Jim Woods.
And among your many dedicated and talented chapter members are two very
distinguished Presidential Members, Bob McDonald and Lou Flagg. And it'
s interesting to note that not only is Lou the current Chapter
Historian but also the chairman of the Society's Centennial Committee
that is overseeing all of the projects being prepared for the Society's
celebration in 1994-95. And it's during the Society's Centennial
celebration that we will be recognizing the accomplishments achieved
through the work of distinguished members like Lou and Bob and other key
contributors during the past century.
Incidentally, the Minnesota Chapter has spawned another Presidential
Member, Richard Jordan, who in 1952-53 was Society President of ASRE
(before its merger with ASHAE) as well as the first Chairman of the Twin
Cities Section of the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers in
1944-45.
You also have some very prestigious award winners:
For example, you have two F. Paul Anderson Award recipients - Axel
Algren and Richard Jordan. Incidentally this is the highest award that the
Society offers.
Beyond this, the eight Distinguished Service Award recipients are James
Threlkeld, Lou Flagg, Dale Wissmiller, Ed Snyder, Jr., I.S. Pflug, Bob
McDonald, Jim Woods and Phil Dugan.
Beyond this you have one Ralph G. Nevins Physiology and Human
Environment Award recipient - Jim Woods, as well as three
Wolverine/ASHVE Diamond Key Award recipients - Clarence Lund, Richard
Jordan and James Threlkeld, plus one E.K. Campbell Award recipient Richard Jordan, plus one Homer Adams Award recipient - Paul Chung of the
University of Minnesota, plus one Willis H. Carrier Award recipient R.W. Rasmussen.
Those are just a few of the individual volunteers who have contributed
year after year, not only time but also their resources to make this
world a better place to live in. And continuing to build this resource of
and for the individual members will be our focus this year. And
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bridging all of these talents and disciplines of our 50.000 members
into a united resource for technical advancements will be our goal.
The improvement and expansion of services that we provide to each
and every member will be our objective so that we can all better
serve the public that depends upon us.
****Portion omitted here****

HISTORY OF A PERSON – LOUIS F. FLAGG
Submitted by the
MINNESOTA CHAPTER
Gary Grenzer
Historian

ASHRAE Society President 1988-89
Lou Flagg began his life in Augusta, Maine on April 12, 1914. His schooling from
kindergarten through the 12th grade was in Washington DC where his family moved to
when he was four years old. Lou had a difficult childhood, starting in preschool with
severe pneumonia. He was overweight and sickly through High School. A kid headed for
trouble, the Boy Scouts turned him around and he gained valuable life skills. You could
say that his principals and whole life skills were formed in scouting. He developed a
talent for leadership and more importantly he realized that helping people was most
rewarding. Lou became an Eagle Scout and spent five years as a Scoutmaster.

He graduated from Central High School in 1932. Lou had aspirations of attending MIT
but the Depression was in full swing and he opted to attend the University of Maryland.
In 1936, Lou graduated from the University of Maryland with a Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering. His scouting ended when World War Two began.
While Lou was at the University of Maryland he became an ROTC Reserve officer. Lou
spent 5 years in the army, entering as Reserve officer in the 39th Infantry at Fort Bragg in
April of 1940. Beginning as a communications officer ranked at First Lieutenant, Lou
was assigned to the Company Commanders Headquarters and became a Captain. He
participated in the Invasion of North Africa at Algiers in 1942. Lou gained the rank of
Major after transferring to the Signal Corps at Iran. Lou later transferred to the CO Signal
Light Construction Battalion of the 5th Army stationed in Italy. Lou retired from the
Army as a Lieutenant Colonel after spending three of his five years overseas.
Lou Flagg was employed right out of collage by Construction & Service Inc, a
Honeywell Distributor in the Washington DC area. In his five years as Assistant
Supervisor, Lou oversaw many big projects, including Bethesda Navel Hospital, where
he got a great education and became a systems expert. After World War Two, Lou
became a Sales Engineer at Honeywell DC for two years in the Residential and
Commercial division, then moved to the New York area as a regional Sales and
Installation Manager handling thirteen branches from Maine to Virginia. His next move
brought him to Minneapolis as a National Training Director for Honeywell Commercial
Division. Lou had many responsibilities throughout his Honeywell career including
Application Engineering, Technical Publication, Customer Service, Traffic and
Administration as well as setting up and managing seven Distribution Centers around the
United States. Lou did not retire until he was 70 after nearly a half century in the
business.
Lou contributed to the original and two revisions to the IEEE Gray Book (an IEEE
standard) and also the UA (pipe fitters) Pneumatic Controls Book. He also taught for
thirty years as a UA Teacher, Training one week annually at Purdue University.

Lou joined ASHRAE in Washington DC in 1947 when he was a Sales Engineer for
Honeywell. He first worked at Society in 1953 on Controls in the ASHRAE Guide. In
1957 he worked on the program for the Murray Bay Annual Meeting. Lou worked on the
58/59 Guide committee and chaired the IC 10.1 Control committee. At age 66, Lou was
elected to the Board of Directors in 1980 and 1981 as the Director at Large.
On a path to the presidency Lou participated in several committees including the Guide
and Data Book, Journal, Publishing, Finance, Program and R&T. After being Director at
Large he was on the Technology Counsel then the Executive Committee at age 71, a year
after retiring from Honeywell, when some of the Nominating Committee's members
expressed concern because of Lou's age, the Minnesota delegate pointed out the many
activities and accomplishments Lou performed and his robust energetic attitude, there
was no doubt who deserved the nomination, and he was unanimously nominated. At a
youthful 74 years old, after forty years of ASHRAE service, Lou went on to be a great
Society President. In a speech at Kansas State University he uttered the slogan “If it can
happen to me, it can happen to you.". His great vision for the future of the Society and his
wonderful sense of humor gave the Society terrific leadership at it time when it was most
needed. His main presidential theme was “Communication, the Formula for Success”.
As president, Lou made forty trips on behalf of ASHRAE including four to Europe. The
year before becoming president he began planning for his presidential theme (Back to the
Basics) Lou instituted a ‘Let the process Work’ plan that allowed the Councils and
Committees to do their jobs and make positive pr ogress. He forged strong ties to the
refrigeration Industry and their Sister Societies and the CFC conference no 2. He
negotiated much better contract for the ASHRAE/ARI Exposition. Lou saw the
completion of Standards 62(IAQ) and 90.1 (Energy Conservation during his term. During
the open committee meetings Lou recalled the pressure exerted by special interest groups
to tone down the effects that these standards would impose on those interests. Through
the process the committees resisted the outside influences and “did the right thing for the
industry and the world in general.”

Lou’s involvement in ASHRAE did not stop when his presidential term ended. He was
involved with the Centennial Committee for at least three years, Endowment Committee
and History Committee Consultant for two, the Society Historian for two and chaired the
Nominating and Long Range Planning Committees for two and three years respectively.
Lou’s commitments were not limited to ASHRAE alone. He spent five years as a
Scoutmaster and performed in multiple church activities such as a Moderator at a local
church for two, two year terms, and Area Association, UCC, Acting Conference Minister
at the Minnesota UCC Conference and a member of the Personnel Committee of the
UCC Minnesota Conference for eight years.
During Lou’s career he was involved in many key projects, solving serious problems and
discovering important control strategies. These helped him to advance and grow within
his company and this industry. From his long association within ASHRAE he taught us
that “If it can happen to me, it can happen to you”. Lou gained much from those around
him at Honeywell and ASHRAE. One philosophy Lou had was all you have to do is let
people know you are interested and pretty soon you will get involved. Lou interfaced
very well with many people and invited them to get involved. By enabling and involving
committees he energized ASHRAE to move forward into the information age.
We will miss the man while we savor his legacy.
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HISTORY OF A PERSON; Lou Flagg
GROWING UP
1. Maine to D.C. @ 4 / K-12 in DC / U Md 36 BS in EE
2. Sickly, fat kid through HS after pre-school pneumonia
3. Grew 4", got skinny and super healthy adult (thyroid?)
4. A kid headed for trouble / saved by Boy Scouts
5. Principles & whole life style stem from scouting, a talent for leadership and, more
importantly, recognition that helping others is most rewarding.
6. Eagle Scout / Scoutmaster 5 yrs / Ended by WW II
ARMY

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reserve Officer called to 39th Infantry, Ft. Bragg April '40
Communications Off.(Lst Lt) to Co Cmdr Hqs Co (Captain)
Invasion of No Africa @ Algiers Nov '42
Tsfd to Sig Corps @ Oran, Sig Gp Hqs 53 (Major)
Tsfd to CO Sig Lt Cons Bn, 5th Army Italy (Lieutenant Colonel)
Total of 5 yrs service, 3 overseas

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
1. As EE, employed out of college by Honeywell Distributor, Washington,DC
2. 5 yrs (pre WW II) as Asst Supt for Construction & Service
3. Supervised very big jobs, eg, SOB, NIH, GPO, Bethesda Naval Hospital
4. Serviced all levels, ie, Commercial, Industrial. Homes (Gas Co)
5. C & S a great education / became a systems expert
6. Those days most problems were NOT controls, but we were called
HONEYWELL
1.' After WW II, Sales Engineer for Honeywell, DC. Coml & Res -2yrs
2. To NY as Regional S&I Manager, 13 Branches (ME to VA) - 2 yrs
3. To Minneapolis as National Training Director for Honeywell Commercial Division
4. Added responsibilities over many years: Application Engineering,
Technical Publication, Customer Service, Traffic, Administration
5. Set up and managed 7 Distribution Centers around the US
6. Did not retire until age 70 (nearly 50 years in the business)
ASHRAE BEGINNINGS
1. Joined ASHRAE in Wash, DC in '47 when a Sales Engineer for H
2. Society Level 1st work in '53 / Control chapter in 'Guide'
3. Society Level 1st program in '57 / Murray Bay Annual Meeting
4. Society Level 1st committee 58/59 / Guide Committee
5. Society Level 1st chairman 61/62 / 1C 10.1 (Control)
6. 1st on BOD 80/81 as DAL

PATH TO ASHRAE PRESIDENT
1. G&DB, Journal, Publishing, Finance, Program, R&T Committees
2. Finance Committee @ age 60
3. DAL @ age 66
4. Technology Council member after DAL
5. ExCom @ age 71 - 1 yr after retiring from Honeywell
6. President @ age 74 - after 40 yrs of ASHRAE service

PRESIDENTIAL HIGHLIGHTS
1. 40 trips (4 to Europe) - most invigorating!
2. "Back to Basics" - Planning at least 1 year out
3. 'Let the process work" - Let Cncls & Comms do their job
4. Strong ties to Refr Industry (Sister Socs) + CFC Conf #2
5. Finalized Stds 62 (IAQ) & 90.1 (Energy Conservation)
6. Negotiated vastly improved contract for ASHRAE/ARI Expo (IEC)
POST PRESIDENT
1. Centennial Committee - 3 yr. or more
2. History Committee (Consultant) - 2yrs
3. Chapter Historian - 2 yrs
4. Endowment Committee - 2 yrs
5. Nominating Committee - 2 yrs - Chair 90/91
6. Long Range Planning Committee - 3 yrs - Chair 91/92
HONORS & AWARDS
1. National Honor Society - High School – ‘31
2. Tau Beta Pi - College - '35
3. Phi Kappa Phi - College - '35
4. DSA ASHRAE - '67 X
5. Life Member ASHRAE - 79
6. Fellow ASHRAE - '84
OUTSIDE ASHRAE SERVICE
1. Scoutmaster - 5 yrs
2. Moderator, Local Church (twice) - 2 yrs each
3. Moderator, Area Association, UCC - 1 yr
4. Moderator, Minn Conference, UCC - 2 yrs
5. Acting Conf Minister, Minn Conference, UCC - 3 months
6. Personnel Committee, Minn Conference, UCC - 8 yrs
INDUSTRY RELATED ACTIVITIES
1. IEEE Gray Book (an IEEE standard) - original + 2 revisions
2. UA (pipefitters) Pneumatic Controls Book - original c 1 rev
3. UA Teacher Training (1 wk annually @ Purdue) taught 30 yrs
PROJECT HIGHLIGHIS
1. Senate Office Building - Then world's largest control job
2. NY City Housing - Solved complex system & control problems '49
3. Richmond News - Resolved serious valve complaint - '44
4. U. of Richmond - Resolved serious hydronic system problems -'50
5. Pneumatic Ctrl Systems - Discovered "snubber action" - '52
6. Electronic Ctrl Systems - Discovered ~'T2~~ stability effect -'52
IMPACT of SELF-CONFIDENCE
1. Fact: 3 future ASHRAE Presidents were on Richmond News job -'50
2. Fact: Jack Everetts & Walt Spiegal saw Flagg solve the problem.
3. Assumed: My audacity & success caused them to back me for Pres.
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WEATHER-CONTROLLED STEAM HEATING SYSTEM
by Lou Flagg Minnesota
Chapter Historian
The Early Years

In the spring of 1936, when I was approaching graduation as an
electrical engineer, a new concept of controlling indoor
temperature by sensing heat loss factors from outdoor conditions
had just begun to reach the marketplace. Honeywell had invented
what it called a Weatherstat. This history deals with the rise
and fall of that concept.
Pre-World War II commercial buildings were often built with no
temperature
control.
Individual
temperature
control
was
practically nil. A great demand arose for some kind of effective
control of existing commercial/industrial buildings. One common
solution attempted was to meter heat to the whole building based
on outdoor temperature. Many even tried to zone buildings but
still controlled from a single measurement, i.e. outdoor
temperature.
The New Concept

The Weatherstat, operating on the heat loss principle, was
affected by wind, sun and temperature - in theory just the same
as the building being controlled. All that was needed was a match
between the heat loss/gain of the Weatherstat and the building or
zone of the building.
The Weatherstat was described as a little house with its own
heating system and its own thermostat (on-off) to control its own
heater (electric) . The mass of the Weatherstat represented the
mass of the building being controlled and was not adjustable. The
heat input to the Weatherstat was adjustable at a control panel,
thereby providing the flexibility needed to match the design of
the building heating system.
Problems Encountered

Enthusiasm for the new concept and lack of understanding about
nonlinear heating systems led to many early failures. It was soon
apparent that the Weatherstat system should be used only on
heating systems with linear characteristics. This ruled out hot
water systems. It also disallowed use of vacuum on steam heating
systems. Even on non-vacuum steam heating systems, difficulty in
balancing heat output was directly related to the common practice
of oversizing radiation.
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Appendix D
by Lou Flagg
Success!

The solution to balancing steam heating systems was carefully sized
orificing - to match the needed output rather than equipment size. Then
each time the Weatherstat called for heat the correct amount would be
metered to each heating surface. Simultaneously electric heat would be
metered to the Weatherstat. It worked!
More Success

The Weatherstat proved to be quite effective at reacting to sun and wind as
well as outdoor temperature. Thus it proved to be very worthwhile to zone
the steam heating system according to prevailing exposures to sun and
wind, with the Weatherstat for each zone located so as to be exposed the
same as the building zone being controlled. So it was not uncommon to
find a four zone (N,E,S & W) control system in a moderately sized
commercial building.
The Decline

The Post WWII demand for air-conditioning changed the whole picture.
Popularity of individual control also had a dramatic effect. Whole
building control or even well zoned controlled systems were no longer
the popular way to go. Also steam heating systems were not in vogue.
Systems capable of being controlled by Weatherstats were not being used in
new buildings.
The End

For many years the Weatherstat was still being used as a means to
conserve energy in old buildings heated by steam but which, for whatever
reasons, could not justify the installation of individual room control.
Thus it came to pass that the product line became unprofitable for lack of
volume. It had lasted 50 years (1935-1985).
An Interesting Note

The Weatherstat almost exactly parallels Lou Flagg1s career.
interview for a job with Honeywell he was asked how he would
work for a company that could control indoor temperature
thermostat in a "little house" outdoors. One of Lou's last
before retirement was to OK the obsolescence of the Weatherstat.
Iff/92-04-30

In his
like to
from a
actions

History Of A PERSON
VICTOR BERTHENE
Introduction
This History of a person Interview with Victor Berthene was prepared by
the Minnesota Chapter of ASHRAE, Gary Grenzer, Historian. April 2005
Personal and Education
Victor spent his childhood in New York City where he attended Brooklyn Technical High
School. He then spent 4 years in the Air Force, 3 of them stationed in Germany doing ground
communications work in radio, teletype and cryptography. He was discharged in July 1952.
Having qualified for the Korean War GI Bill Educational Benefits he applied at the
University of Illinois because Illinois had won the Rose Bowl that year. He was accepted in their
College of Engineering at the Urbana/Champaign campus.
During his senior year Victor took a refrigeration course taught by Professor Will
Stoecker. That subject and Will's teaching really grabbed Victor’s interest. Will eventually became
Academic Advisor to the International Institute of Ammonia Refrigeration (IIAR) which was
founded in 1975. Victor’s name has been included among other recognized industry contributors
in the preface of Will Stoecker’s 1988 first edition of "Industrial Refrigeration" textbook.
Victor met and married his wife while at the university of Illinois. He graduated in 1956
with a BSME. Victor and Sandra have been married 51 years. They have three children, five
grand children and one great grand child.
Career
Victor began his career at York Corp in 1956. The company assigned him to train as a
sales engineer in Philadelphia, and then they transferred him to their Richmond office. His job
was to call on refrigeration users, consulting engineers and mechanical contractors in Virginia and
North Carolina. Some of his work at York was ammonia process cooling and storage system
equipment applications, but mostly it was centrifugal compressor, central station Air Conditioning
systems
In 1960 Victor left York to join a small company in Richmond that made and installed
prefabricated cold storage buildings using built-up ammonia or packaged HCFC equipment.
In January of 1962 a Seattle firm, Lewis Refrigeration Co, a mechanical contractor,
needed an engineer with ammonia experience for field installation and start-up work. They had to
deliver and install 5 of their new Fluidized Bed Freezers. They hired Victor and he learned a lot in
a short time that summer and started up a new belt freezing system for the Green Giant Co. in
Belvedere, IL.

Since Green Giant of LeSueur, MN was a prime customer for their freezing systems; they
located Victor in Minneapolis to work the mid-west for prospective vegetable freezing business.
He was with Lewis for the next thirteen and a half years. During that time, he sales engineered all
types of systems in addition to belt freezers including cold storage buildings, packaged product
plate freezers and the then new E.l.du Pont Company's Freon Immersion Freezers that sprayed R12 @ -22 deg F on food product at atmospheric pressure.
The company also was selling their belt freezers in Europe through a sales rep firm in
England, and a couple of systems in Bulgaria needed start-up service, He had relatives in Hungary
so he asked for the assignment and went to Bulgaria in late May, 1967. On the way home he made
a side trip into Hungary to meet his aunt and cousin for the first time.
In1970 Victor acquired his PE license in Minnesota, Iowa and the state of Illinois license
at the same time. In addition to cold storage systems, Victor also got involved in some of the
company's work for ice rinks, and ground freezing using large brine chillers, and a variety of other
secondary refrigerant applications including ice making, cold storage and agricultural ammonia
storage tanks that hold 30,000 tons of product and need 400Tons of refrigeration to load, unload
and maintain the liquid ammonia.
In 1972 a Canadian company bought Lewis and changed things enough so that Victor left
the company in 1975. His wife was in law school at the time and they had two kids in college.
He spent the summer trying to relax and even thought about changing careers. Then he got a call
from Frigoscandia Contracting, Inc., a Swedish firm that had a US office. They wanted to open a
sales office in mid-west for their food freezing systems. Victor went to Sweden for 2 weeks of
orientation then opened their new office in Hopkins, Minnesota. Their equipment was of very high
quality. It included a variety of spiral freezers and some other interesting continuous
conveyorized freezers and even a system for freezing a slurry product into a slab.
A significant industry change during his career was the growth of cryogenic freezing
using liquid nitrogen and CO2. Frigoscandia felt that mechanical refrigeration freezing systems
with less operating cost could counter the more expensive cryogenic non-recovered gas systems.
They did but the low first cost of cryogenic systems had its appeal, especially to new users,
because it offered a less expensive investment if the frozen product wasn't profitable.
Now the equipment applications were exclusively for food cooling and freezing. But
there were some more varied applications than he had with Lewis, like continuous conveyorized
cart tunnels, and complete spiral freezer systems. But cryogenic freezing in our industry had
carved out a significant share of business and he again was confronted with a management
decision to relocate.
In 1984 after eight and a half years he left Frigoscandia, stayed in Minneapolis, and again
wondered about changing careers. He tried "head hunting" engineers and was "Shocked!
Shocked!" to realize that people who were looking for jobs were not marketable. The "head
hunter" business is based on finding people who were employed and convincing them to change
jobs. He didn't think engineers should be manipulated like that so he quit.
Victor liked refrigeration engineering work, and because he had a variety of experience

and three PE licenses, he decided to try being an independent consultant and/or contract engineer
to users of ammonia refrigeration systems. At that time SuperValu needed a project engineer for
their new cold storage installation going into Hammond, LA. They hired him on an hourly basis
and he did a variety of refrigeration work for them out of their Eden Prairie office including
convincing them that their CO2 pelletizing system in Indianola, MS was wasting money by not
recovering most of the gas that went to atmosphere. He sketched out a system to recover the
wasted gas from the pelletizing process and got 3 bidders for a CO2 recovery system.
The calculated pay-back time on their investment was 9 months. They figured that even
at 18 months it was a good investment. They installed the system and the actual pay-back time
was 10 months. In the course of doing other work for SuperValu he got his Wisconsin PE license.
So as of 1984 Victor became a consulting engineer, primarily for ammonia systems. “My
experience made me appreciate the popular reference to ‘Plan B’, so I chose it for my business
name. And over the next 20 years I had the opportunity to participate in a variety of work for
many different clients.”
One project was to survey a unique system in France for drying seed corn using
refrigeration with only an occasional addition of gas fired heat, compared to the completely gas
fired systems used here in the states. For another client he arranged to generate heated water
needed for clean-up. It was no trick tapping the 230 deg. F. source of hot gas from an ammonia
reciprocating compressor. The dilemma was how to store 5,000 gallons of 140 deg. F. water
without endangering the employees, and the answer was to put the storage tank underground.
He has done a variety of trouble-shooting work on systems that needed
tweaking or discovering the need to replace some refrigerant flow component. Victor
has designed retro-fit additions to existing systems as well as drafting performance
specifications for new facilities for bidding and installation by qualified contractors.
He’s championed the use of penthouse evaporator systems to insure that maintenance of
the equipment can be accomplished without interfering with the warehouse product flow in and
out of the storage racks, at any time. He made it specific with his designs that all refrigerant
controls, including stop valves, be located outside the building. This absolutely prevents a
possible ammonia leak inside the building except for the externally remote failure of a pipe or an
evaporator coil.
He’s calculated the refrigerant charge in numerous ammonia facilities, including one that
was built in 1943 near Tacoma, WA, which prompted his Washington PE license. Victor has been
a presenter for seminars and conducted training for operating engineers. He has performed
Mechanical integrity Audits on existing ammonia facilities, and given expert witness testimony
involving ammonia refrigeration systems.
Victor continues to be an innovative designer of ammonia and HFC refrigeration systems
and is still interested in doing more. “More changes are coming, and I'd like to take this
opportunity to encourage young engineers and other interested persons to consider working in the
refrigeration industry. In it you gain a working knowledge of more than just the mechanics of
refrigeration systems. You learn to use considerations for the principles of civil, structural,

chemical and the electrical disciplines, and of course the electronics for controlling refrigeration
systems. Refrigeration is a business that's always looking for more personnel, for designing,
contracting, installation and maintenance work”.
Victor is a practicing Consulting Engineer specializing in Ammonia Industrial
Refrigeration. He has current PE licenses for Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Washington &
Wisconsin and maintains Professional Liability and Worker’s Compensation Insurance
for his client work.

Associations
ASHRAE

Victor joined ASHRAE in 1987

RETA

Refrigerating Engineers and Technicians Association

ASME

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Activities:

Victor is the current Chair of the Minnesota Chapter’s Refrigeration
Committee. He arranged for eight presenters for our chapter’s
Refrigeration Seminar that was held in February 2005.
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A LEADERSHIP RECALL
JOHN A. CLARK, P.E.
ASHRAE FELLOW/LIFE MEMBER

INTRODUCTION

It gives the Minnesota Chapter of ASHRAE great pleasure to submit this
Leadership Recall interview with John A. Clark. He has been a long time
personal friend and professional associate with forty-two years of
outstanding experience.
CHILDHOOD YEARS

John Albert Clark was born in 1933, at the height of the great depression,
at St. Mary's Hospital in Minneapolis, Minnesota. His parents, Melville
and Mary Clark, resided in south Minneapolis. Melville was an Industrial
Engineer. John has one sister who is retired and resides in LeSeur,
Minnesota.
The family lived in Minneapolis during John's early childhood until the
outbreak of World War II. His father was employed by a twin cities firm
which manufactured incendiary bombs for the war effort. The family moved
to the location of the factory in Richmond, Indiana. John began his formal
education at a parochial school and was introduced to the discipline and
training procedures of the Catholic Sisters.
He was eleven years old when the war ended and the family moved back to
Minnesota and lived with his Grandmother in N.E. Minneapolis. It was his
first exposure to the cultural ethnic diversity of Polish and German
nationalities. He attended the St. Anthony Church and joined the Holy
Cross SchoolBoy Scouts.
ADOLESCENT / HIGH SCHOOL YEARS

In his seventh grade year of school the family moved back to their home in
south Minneapolis, which his father still owned. John remained active rhe
Boy Scouts and attained the top grade of Eagle Scout. He was always
taller than the average boys his age and played some basketball, but
didn't letter in any sports.

During his 9th grade year, with the advice of his counselor, he
decided c pursue classes leading to an engineering education. He
had a choice of v: high schools to attend, Washburn and Roosevelt.
Washburn High School ES recognized as a college preparatory school
so John decided to enroll - Washburn High School and selected
courses required to pursue his future engineering curriculum,
including language courses in German. His education at Washburn
enabled him to enroll at the University of Minnesota exempted from
taking any entrance exams due to the reputation of the school.
COLLEGE YEARS
John enrolled in the Institute of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Minnesota and pursued courses relating to sound
and vibration analysis. He found that his knowledge in the field
was very advantageous in his future engineering career.
Clark found that several of his friends were involved in the
University sports student manager program with the hockey and
basketball teams. A position was available with the baseball team so
John decided to submit t application for the position. He was
accepted and remained with the program throughout his five year
college tenure. The team won the Big Ten and NCAA championships in
1956. John developed numerous lifetime friend-ups with team members
which because influential civic leaders in future years.
He graduated from the U of M with a five year Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering degree. John returned to the university in
later fears and took continuing education courses which earned him
another Bachelor of Science in Business.
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY
While attending the university, John met his future wife, Doreen
Michaels, at a Catholic Student Association meeting. They were
married following a two year courtship on September 13, 1958. The
Clarks have tree children:
Cathy M. Clark
Margie Boehne
Michael Clark

Director, Office Comunications, Minnesota Department
of Safety.
Insurance Development Officer, US Bank Company
Director, Information Management Systems, Country
Buffet Inc.

There are five Grandchildren.
CAREER
John began his Mechanical Engineering career upon graduation from college
in 1958. His professional experience includes the following:
1999 - present
1994 - 1999
1988 - 1993
1981 - 1988
1978 - 1981
1958 - 1978

Hammel, Green & Abrahamson Inc.
Bakke, Kopp, Ballou & McFarlane
Michaud, Cooley, Erickson
& Assoc. Inc.
Ellerbe Architects
Design Tech North
Ellerbe Architects

Vice President
Vice President
Project Manager
Project Manager
Vice President
Project Engineer

John is especially proud of his role in raentoring numerous young engineers
and assisting them in attaining their Professional Registration. Many
registered engineers today are grateful to John for his effort in this
regard.
He has an unusual ability to develop efficient design procedures . He was
able to set up project design standards for the corporations he was
associated with which led to smooth, profitable operations. John produced
prototype mechanical design systems for several nationally recognized
corporations such as Target, WalMart, and Perkins Restaurants. He holds
Professional Engineer Registration in 13 states.
ASHRAE

John became a member of ASHRAE in 1970
achieved the grade of Fellow in 1999.

He is a Life Member and

At the Chapter level , he served on the board of governors, and several
chapter committees. He was a member of a group which established the first
Life Safety Committee in the Minnesota Chapter.
John has been active at the Society level serving on many Technical
committees including TC 5.6, TC 5K, TC 5.10, TC 5.SMC, TC 5.6 Handbook,
Chap. 48, TC 5.10 Handbook, Chap. 27, SPC 126, Methods of Testing HVAC Air
Ducts.
His major interests are in Smoke Management and he was active in
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pioneering the initial design of smoke pressurization systems. He has
prepared a number of papers on the subject of stair pressurization and
presented them at Society annual meetings.
John also became interested in the fire protection aspect of commercial
kitchen ventilation. This initial interest has expanded into the
ventilation, exhausting and exhaust stack design of kitchen systems.
This involvement has led to the creation of TC5.10 and the issuance of
an ASHRAE Handbook Chapter on Kitchen Ventilation.
In recent years, John has regularly contributed engineering articles to
'Engineered Systems' magazine.
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His interest in automobiles, as was the norm for most young men in
those days, contributed to his decision to pursue an education in
engineering. He graduated from Lincoln Southeast High School in
the spring of 1961 and enrolled at the University of Nebraska,
majoring in Mechanical Engineering.
Bob's father passed away in 1996. His mother is still living.
College Years
In 1961, the University of Nebraska offered four general courses
in engineering: mechanical, civil, chemical and electrical.
Specialized courses were limited to nuclear and metallurgical
engineering. Bob's dual interest in automotive and aerospace led
him to enroll in most of the general courses available at the
school of mechanical engineering.
The Vietnam conflict continued to grow. Bob enrolled in the
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC). He received his Bachelor's
Degree in Mechanical Engineering and was commissioned as Second
Lieutenant, U.S. Army Reserve in 1966.
He was deferred from active duty to continue in graduate school.
His interest in automotive engineering had waned and he was more
interested in the aerospace engineering field. The choice of
subjects became more aerospace related, such as thermodynamics and
heat transfer.
Introduction to the HVAC field of engineering came in 1964 when,
as a student in undergraduate school, Bob was employed by Davis &
Wilson, AE as a student draftsman and later as a project engineer.
Bob passed his engineer-in-training level in undergraduate school.
His responsibilities increased at Davis & Wilson to the level of
Project Engineer. A major portion of his responsibilities
included observing air balancing testing of medical facilities as
required by the Hill Burton Act.
Degenhardt received his Masters Degree in Mechanical Engineering
in February, 1968 and was called to active duty in the U.S. Army.
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Military Service

In February, 1968, Degenhardt was called to active duty with a
military obligation of six years service. Being a reserve officer
with an advanced degree, he received a direct assignment to the
U.S. Army Ordinance Corps at the White Sands New Mexico Missile
Range. Prior to his assignment at White Sands, he was ordered to
Aberdeen Proving Grounds for a six week orientation course given
to all junior officers reporting for active duty.
As the orientation course was nearing completion, he was ordered
to an additional six week course to receive a Military Occupation
Specialty (MOS). Bob chose a specialty in Wheel and Track Vehicle
Maintenance. During the course, the students were able to .drive
and operate every vehicle the army had in its inventory. Upon
completion of the course, he received the MOS and reported to the
White Sands Missile Range for active duty.
He was assigned to Range Operations, which prepared the launch
sites for all experimental missiles launched.
At the completion of six months at White Sands, Bob was ordered
to Vietnam. The army was in need of officers with the MOS.
Degenhardt selected the wrong MOS. Service in Vietnam lasted for
exactly one year.
Upon return to the United States, the Army determined that Bob's
advanced education in aerospace engineering could better serve
the country in industry rather than in the military. He was
relieved from serving the remainder of his mandatory military
service.
Engineering Career
Bob's introduction to the aerospace industry was with Sunstrand
Aviation (1970-1974) in Rockford, Illinois. He was project
engineer, Turbo/Hydraulics Division. After four years, he
concluded that the aerospace industry was a highly bureaucratic,
controlled industry and became disenchanted with the field.
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Davis, Fenton, Stange, Darling Architects & Engineers in Lincoln,
Nebraska, whom he had worked for during his college years, was in
need of a Mechanical Director of Engineering. Degenhardt accepted
the position and was introduced to his first experience in
management. He was with the firm from 1974 to 1977. After three
or four years with the small firm, he became a junior partner.
There were three junior partners and three senior partners in a
firm with 40 to 50 staff. Progression was slow and tedious.
Degenhardt decided to seek a larger organization with more
opportunities for promotion.
He chose the Durant Group in Madison, Wisconsin, a firm with a
staff of 100 to 150 employees. There were three independent
operating subsidiaries - Architects, Engineers, and Project
Management. Each one could market services with other architects
or engineers, etc. Bob was appointed Vice President of
Engineering in 1977 and was satisfied with his position.
One day, in 1980, he received a call from an employment search
organization. They represented a large Midwest firm with over 500
employees and were recruiting a mechanical department chief for a
staff of 85 engineers. Bob immediately guessed that the firm was
Ellerbe Associates, Inc. He was surprised to learn that the
president was only 38 years old and the average age of managers
was 35. After further research and negotiation, he decided to
accept the position of Director of Mechanical Engineering with
Ellerbe Associates in 1980. Since 1980, Degenhardt has had a most
successful career in management at Ellerbe. His progression is
listed below.
1980 - 1982

Director of Mechanical Engineering

1982 - 1983

Director of Arch/Eng Services VP,

1983 - 1985

Director of Operations

1985

Firm merged with Becket Inc. of Los Angeles and
became Ellerbe Becket.

1985 - 1989

Sr. VP, Director/Washington D.C.

1989 - 1993

Exec. VP & COO

1993 - 1994

President & COO
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1994 - 1998

President & CEO

1998 - Present CEO
In 1985, Degenhardt was appointed Director of Washington D.C.
regional office. The office had operated at a loss since its
inception in 1968. Through efficient management and marketing
engineering services with other architects, he was able to turn the
office into a profitable operation.
ASHRAE Activities

1964
1968
1980

Joined ASHRAE as a student member; as employee of
Davis/Wilson and student at University of Nebraska,
Lincoln. Attended Chapter meetings in Omaha, Nebraska.
Inactive during military service and aerospace
employment.
Became active with Minnesota ASHRAE Chapter. Established
graduated scale of subsidizing staff expense of ASHRAE
memberships based upon participation in ASHRAE activities.
Represented Minnesota Chapter on Board of Directors of
Minnesota Energy Conference. Chairman -Minnesota Chapter
Education Committee (1981 - 1982). Presented Publication:
Fume Hood System Design and Application for Medical
Facilities. Presented paper at ASHRAE Society meeting
(1983).

Family/Children

Barry:

Accounting graduate from George Mason University in
1992. Accountant with Financing COOP in San Diego,
California.

Christopher:

Graduate of Ohio Diesel Machine Institute in
Cleveland, Ohio. Diagnostician at Premier
Mercury in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Kathy:

Graduate, Teachers Degree from Concordia College in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Service representative
with Blue Cross/Blue Shield.
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PREFACE
It is fitting that Ellerbe Becket, Inc. should be selected as the subject for this "History
of a Company." The firm is observing its 90th year of continuous practice of
architectural-engineering design.
Ellerbe Becket is well respected throughout the consulting design field as a for
excellence in design, high professional ethics, and a pioneer among all the firms in
practice. The nucleus of numerous firms in the United Stated, especially in the midwest, have received the initial introduction to the profession as members of the staff at
Ellerbe Becket, Inc.
The Minnesota Chapter of ASHRAE congratulates the firm for past successes and
wishes them well in the future.
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Franklin Ellerbe Years

The Minnesota Chapter of ASHRAE is proud to present the history of a Minnesota
architectural/engineering firm which will celebrate 90 years of successful practice in
1999. Ellerbe Becket, Inc. is a multi-discipline firm with design expertise in
architecture, electrical, mechanical, structural, civil engineering, interior design, and
landscape architecture, in addition to a world wide design build subsidiary. Emphasis
of this history will be upon the mechanical engineering discipline.
Franklin Ellerbe was a building inspector for the City of St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1905.
Although Franklin did not have a formal education in architecture or engineering, he
was however, respected for his understanding of all aspects of building construction.
A former superior of his who had established a consulting engineering practice offered
him a position of construction consultant for the Villa St. Scholastica in Duluth,
Minnesota, which he readily accepted. Ellerbe enjoyed the position and upon
completion of the project in 1909 at the age of 39, he decided to become an
independent architect.
Early in 1910 Franklin Ellerbe was fortunate to be selected to design a sand paper
factory for a young company from Two Harbors, Minnesota, which was relocating to
St. Paul. The company was Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (3M). Ellerbe had
no way of knowing that the relationship of the two firms, Ellerbe Architects and 3M
would remain close and that Ellerbe would design dozens of laboratories, factories,
and office buildings, including a 3M corporate headquarters over the next ninety years.
Ellerbe Architects was instantly successful and as the work load increased, a merger
took place in 1911 with Olin Round and the firm became Ellerbe and Round
Architects. Round had a prominent client in Rochester, Jack Kahler, owner of the
Kahler Hotels. Kahler hired Ellerbe and Round to design a new hotel which was to be
named The Zumbro Hotel.
A large commission for work in downtown St. Paul and other work resulted in an
increase in the staff to eighteen by the end of 1912. A decision was made to have Olin
Round coordinate the work in St. Paul. Franklin Ellerbe would coordinate work in
Rochester, rural Minnesota, and the Dakotas. Among the staff hires in 1912 was a
young architect named Richard Reinecke who in later years would become one of the
firm's most important members.
The Mayo Clinic founded by the brothers, Doctors Will and Charlie Mayo was
growing rapidly. They became acquainted with Franklin Ellerbe through the Kahler
hotel project and hired Ellerbe to design a new clinic. Ellerbe's connection with the
Mayo Clinic was to become the most significant occurrence in the growth of Ellerbe
Architects in future years. Ellerbe Architects has continued as the prime architect of
the Mayo Clinic for the past 85 years.
Ellerbe's name became familiar to doctors on fellowship studies at the Mayo Clinic.
Doctors completing their studies at the Mayo Clinic would return to their home clinic.
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When plans for expansion of medical facilities occurred, they would recall the Ellerbe
Architect name from Rochester, Minnesota. The connection led to architectural
commissions for Ellerbe Architects throughout the United States. These included the
Oschner Clinic in New Orleans. Another large commission came from a group of
doctors seeking to build a clinic in Cleveland, Ohio in the magnitude of the Mayo
Clinic. It would be named the Cleveland Clinic.
Meanwhile, World War I came to an end and son Thomas F. Ellerbe joined the firm in
1920 after nearly four years of military service.
Franklin Ellerbe suddenly became ill and despite emergency surgery, he died in
Rochester, Minnesota at the Mayo Clinic. The firm was left to his son, Thomas F.
Ellerbe whose formal education in architecture/engineering was less than one year.
Thomas F. Ellerbe Sr. Years
Thomas F. Ellerbe was a graduate of Mechanic Arts High School in St. Paul,
Minnesota and was anxious to enroll at the University of Minnesota and pursue a
degree in architecture upon completion of his military service. He was only able to
complete one semester at the University of Minnesota school of mines and another
semester at the school architecture when his father was stricken and died quite
unexpectedly.
Tom was thrust into leadership of a firm at the age of 21, a firm with a staff of
architects with many years his senior in both age and architectural experience. A
group of senior members of the firm led by Tom Wolfe and Richard Rienecke
presented a proposal to Tom that they would take over the firm and include a share in
the ownership to Tom for use of the Ellerbe name. Much to the surprise of the group,
Ellerbe immediately fired Tom Wolfe and offered to accept the resignations of anyone
who did not care to continues with Ellerbe at the helm. No one resigned.
T. F. Ellerbe then visited all of Ellerbe's prestigious clients, including the Mayo Clinic,
3M Company, and Benedictine sisters in Duluth. All agreed to maintain their
relationship with Ellerbe Architects with the provision that services would remain at
the level they were experiencing. Tom had successfully overcome the first obstacle to
his young career. In 1922 the Mayo Clinic renewed their confidence in his leadership
with a contract to design a new research laboratory for the Mayo Institute for
Experimental Medicine.
Ellerbe Architects continued to flourish as a leader in the architectural field. The
Cleveland Clinic was the beginning of a national practice in the medical field design.
Hundreds of homes were designed in Rochester, along with numerous facilities for the
Mayo Clinic. Diversification of the practice included movie theatres, educational
buildings, restaurants, and night clubs.
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In 1929 the great depression engulfed the United States. Ellerbe Architects had a staff of
65 employees at the beginning of the depression. A large back log of work, including the
St. Paul Arena/Auditorium and the St. Paul City Hall sustained the staff beyond the time
that most other firms were closing. The inevitable reduction finally caused Ellerbe to cut
back to a skeleton staff.
The country finally managed to survive the depression in the late 1930's. Ellerbe
Architects and others were again able to rehire their employees as the work load increased
and the future again looked brighter. Prosperity was short lived however, when World
War II erupted and all the younger employees were inducted into the military.
Ellerbe Architects geared up for the war effort as emphasis was placed on design of
military installations with accelerated time frames for completion and reduced staff of
designers available. Two other AE firms were assigned along with Ellerbe as the prime
designer to engineer the design of complex water and sewer systems for a huge army base
in South Dakota. The next commission Ellerbe received was to plan and supervise the
construction of the Great Falls, Montana air force base. Another project followed while
the Great Falls project was under construction. Gore Air Field nearby was another crash
program with Ellerbe engineers supervising 900 persons in the design and construction
effort.
Back in the St. Paul area, Ellerbe was responsible for architectural design, engineering,
and construction management of a propeller factory in the Hippodrome on the State Fair
grounds. The International Harvester munitions plant in New Brighton, Minnesota was
remodeled. Numerous plants were designed for Honeywell, Inc. (A relationship which led
to many post-war commissions, as Honeywell converted to aerospace peace time
production.) Facilities were designed at St. Paul Municipal Airport for Northwest
Airlines to equip B-24 bombers with latest instrumentation available.
With the end of the war in 1945, there was an acute shortage of architects. To solve the
problem, Ellerbe setup its own on-the-job training program. Many GFs joined Ellerbe
with no previous architectural or engineering background and later became top executives
in the corporation. Donald C. G. Nelson became president and CEO of the firm in 1975.
Medical facility design was Ellerbe Architects field of expertise in the post-war years.
Federal funding for hospitals was made available with passage of the Hill Burton Act.
Hospitals were designed for maximum functional use of the spaces. Ellerbe Architects
pioneered many major plans. There was the cross, radial, cloverleaf, Y-plan, penta, and
many combinations of the various concepts.
The radial concept originated as a cooperative research study of Rochester Methodist
Hospital (RMH) and Ellerbe Architects. An experimental radial unit was constructed,
architects and RMH user personnel analyzed the efficiency of the unit in relation to
distances the nurses had to travel from the central station to respond to patient care. The
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study confirmed the efficiency of the radial unit and a new 500 bed hospital was designed
for RMH featuring octagonal radial units.
Ellerbe Architects is credited as being one of the first to pioneer and incorporate
computers into the practice of architecture and engineering. In the late 1950's, a Bendix
computer, which resembled a domestic household refrigerator, was purchased. John
Dawson, a principle of the firm and professional engineer and John Kelgren were
assigned to work up programs which would greatly accelerate the design time of
projects. Initial programs proved beneficial for the structural design and was ideal for
working out the many calculations for the mechanical/electrical design. Mechanical
programs were developed to calculate static pressure drops in the air systems and could
print out the total static pressure or at any desired location in the system. Prior to the
advent of Variable Air Volume, this proved to be beneficial in the design of constant air
volume systems. William W. Arndt had developed a mathematical equation and charts
for calculation and sizing of system balancing orifice plates in ductwork. Dawson
prepared a computer program from the material which greatly accelerated the process
and reduced the hours of labor previously required. Other programs were prepared to
size ductwork, heating, plumbing, and fire protection piping systems and heat loss/gain
calculations among others.
As more sophisticated computer systems arrived on the market, Ellerbe Architects
invested millions of dollars to maintain the state of the art. Master specifications and
accounting functions were computerized. Programs were developed for management to
estimate and budget work efforts. In later years as computerized drafting was refined,
Ellerbe invested in the latest equipment and systems available. Doug Maust was a
young mechanical engineer graduate from Penn State who joined Ellerbe in 1981. His
expertise in computer assisted design was a major contributing factor in the future
investment of computers at every design work station. All work stations are
interconnected through the corporate main frame and network system. Information can
be transmitted to any Ellerbe work station in the world instantaneously.
Thomas F. Ellerbe, throughout his long career, always was concerned with the welfare
of the employees. In the 1920's, shortly after assuming leadership of the firm, he
developed an employee benefit program that was revolutionary for its time. In 1948
Ellerbe setup a pension fund for the employees. The program was setup for optional
participation with Ellerbe paying fifty percent of the premium and the participants
paying fifty percent. In 1955 Ellerbe changed the plan to have the firm pay 100 percent
of the cost of the program. All employees with a minimum of three years service were
eligible to participate.
A profit sharing program was established in 1953. Contributions to the profit sharing
trust were based upon the profits for a given year. By 1979 nearly 8 million dollars had
been contributed by Ellerbe Architects to the fund. Benefits to retirees and beneficiaries
totaled 6.5 million dollars during the period!
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Until 1953 the Ellerbe business firm was a proprietorship known as Ellerbe and
Company with Thomas F. Ellerbe sole owner. In 1953 the firm became a corporation
and the name was changed to Ellerbe Architects, Inc. with Thomas F. Ellerbe owning
100% of the stock.
Tom setup a stock ownership program of Class A and Class B stock. Tom selected
five original Class A stockholders, which were directors of the corporation. They
selected Class B stockholders from within the firm and additional Class A
stockholders. Class B stockholders had no voting rights in operation of the
corporation, but did share financially by receiving annual dividends and nominated
staff, which they felt worthy recipients to the Class A directors for Class B stock
ownership. All stock was furnished by Tom Ellerbe at no cost to the corporation. The
Internal Revenue Service did rule, however, that the contributions were taxable as
income to the recipients. The original distribution of Class B stock limited total
ownership by any recipient to 100 shares. Upon retirement or termination for any
reason, the shares were required to be sold back to the corporation for the current
value. In effect, no person could establish ownership of the corporation and the
employees would have sole perpetual ownership with no possibility of an outside
person(s) establishing ownership. In 1966 Tom distributed his total stock to the
corporation for no financial renumeration. In future years, after the departure of Tom
Ellerbe, the stock distribution has been restructured several times to the benefit of
corporate management.
Two recreational sites were subsidized completely by the corporation and made
available to the staff. One site was a former light house on Raspberry Island in the
Apostle Island group in Lake Superior. The other was a condominium at Cayman Kai
Resort on Grand Cayman Island in the Caribbean. The corporation relinquished its
lease to Raspberry Island in the 1970's. A Cris Craft cruiser and later a houseboat
were located at the Hudson, Wisconsin marina for use of staff also.
In 1966 Tom Ellerbe retired as president of the firm and relinquished its leadership to
Wayne Winsor after nearly five decades of control.
This is an abbreviated description of the role Thomas F. Ellerbe, a great
philanthropist, had in leading Ellerbe Architects, Inc. to become on of the top
architectural/engineering firms in the United Stated. The Ellerbe Tradition, Thomas
F. Ellerbe author, is recommended reading for a complete history of the first 70 years
of the firm.
A lifetime of the Thomas F. Ellerbe achievements:
1919: Returned from military service abroad and joined the firm.
1921: Succeeded his father as President of the firm.
1920s: Developed an employee benefit program revolutionary for its time.
1930: Became a registered architect in 43 states and the District of Columbia.
1931: Served the first of three four-year terms on Minnesota's Board of
Architectural and Engineering Registration.
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1940: Named General Chairman of the MSAIA State Convention.
1945: Founded The Cooperative Foundation, St. Paul.
1946: Initiated Ellerbe's policy of sending CARE packages in honor of deceased
employees or members of employees' immediate families.
1952: Named an honorary citizen of New Orleans.
1952: Formed the Ellerbe Mutual Council.
1954: Named General Chairman of the AIA Northwest and Regional convention.
1958: Received the Distinguished Alumni Award from Mechanic Arts High
School, St. Paul.
1961: Named a Fellow of the AIA.
1965: Received the John Pillsbury Award from the University of Minnesota
Foundation.
1965: Gave all of his shares to Ellerbe employees, saying they were the people
who made the firm a success.
1966: Retired as President of the firm and became Chairman of the Board of
Ellerbe Architects.
1967: Received special recognition from the MSAIA for "Fifty-eight years of
service in the architectural profession."
1969: Received special recognition from the MSAIA for "long and continued
dedication to the practice of architecture."
1972: Received the "Symbol of Man" award from the Minnesota Museum of Art.
1974: Received a Recognition Award from the Minnesota Association of
Cooperatives.
1975: Established the EHerbe Emeritus Association.
1978: Received the Hall of Fame Award from the Cooperative League of theUSA.
1980: Named Emeritus Chairman of the Board of Ellerbe Associates, Inc.
1980: Authored The Ellerbe Tradition: Seventy Years of Architecture and
Engineering.
1981: Received and Honorary Award from the Minnesota AFL-CIO.
1981: Received the Gold Medal Award, the highest honor given by the MSAIA.
1987: Established the Ellerbe Fund for the Preservation of Memorial Hall and the
God of Peace Statue, St. Paul City Hall/Ramsey County Courthouse.
Post Thomas F. Ellerbe Years
Tom Ellerbe remained with the firm for about three years after Wayne Winsor was named
his successor in the role of mentor and advisor. Finally, in 1969 he retired and left the
leadership role completely in the hands of Winsor. Winsor was an excellent architect, well
liked by the staff, and a very quiet mannered individual.
Within two years Ken Mahal, a board member, gained support of the Board and managed
to replace Winsor for the Presidency. He instituted many changes in management of the
corporation and hired several personal advisors.
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A four day week was another major change in the structure. Staff worked four days of 9
hours Monday through Thursday for a 36 hour week. There were no paid holidays and
staff were expected to take care of medical and other personal business on Friday. A quiet
period was established during the first two hours of each morning. No incoming outside
telephone calls were allowed. (All outside calls came through a central operator.) There
were no meetings or visiting between staff. Mahal would occasionally walk through the
drafting area to insure enforcement of the program. Clients began to complain because
they were unable to get in touch with Project Architects and Engineers on Fridays. Finally
the five day work week was reestablished.
In 1970 Ellerbe Architects was located in downtown St. Paul. A national recession
caused a reduction in the work load. Rather than lay-off employees, Mahal invested
employee profit sharing funds in a venture to design and construct a 15 story office
building on 26 acres of land in Bloomington, Minnesota, which was owned by the Profit
Sharing Trust and create work for the staff.
Mahal predicted that the building, identified as Appletree Square One, would be fully
rented and occupied upon completion of construction. The building was completed in
1973, but no occupants had leased space. Ellerbe's lease in St. Paul was due to be
negotiated, so the firm moved to Appletree Square One and occupied eight of the fifteen
floors, plus the lower level for file storage and the reproduction department An ambitious
master plan was designed, which included additional office buildings, hotel, and a
luxurious condominium unit. The land had been donated to the profit sharing trust by
Thomas F. Ellerbe. The Internal Revenue Service ruled that the lease was a conflict of
interest. The land was subdivided and packages sold as additional buildings were
constructed. Several acres were developed for a nature wold life reserve with a
headquarters building. The master plan was completed as designed.
Mahal's methods of management created some problems with some of Ellerbe's oldest
clients. In 1975, the Board replaced Mahal with Donald C. G. Nelson as president of the
corporation. Nelson was Project Director of the design and construction of the National
Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, Maryland at the time. He began with the firm in 1946
as an on-the-job draftsman trainee and worked his way to the leadership of the
corporation. He was jovial, well liked, and respected by staff.
In 1976, the country went into recession. Ellerbe Architects had a large staff of 600 at the
time. The work load at the time required a staff of that size, but soon the National Naval
Medical Center was completed and another huge project in Saudi Arabia was
discontinued. Financial conditions required the corporation to reduce the staff.
In 1978, a major corporate reorganization took place. A holding company named Ellerbe,
Inc. was formed with five subsidiaries: Ellerbe Associates, Inc. (the architectural/
engineering effort); Appletree Enterprises, Inc.; FDC (Finance/Design/Construct, Inc.);
and Ellerbe International, Inc. Nelson was named president of Ellerbe Associates, Inc. A
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civil engineer, Robert F. Jacobsen, was elected president and CEO of Ellerbe, Inc. For the
first time in its 69 year history, an engineer had assumed leadership of the corporation.
Jacobsen approached the presidency with a long range plan for growth of the corporation.
Roger Santleman, a structural engineer by profession, was appointed director of regional
offices located in Washington, DC, New Orleans, Columbia, Missouri, Fairbanks and
Anchorage, Alaska, and Austin, Texas.
Dennis Walsh, an outstanding designer with Ellerbe since 1971, succeeded Nelson as
president of Ellerbe Associates in 1979. He was largely responsible for expanding Ellerbe
design capabilities. Ellerbe was noted for conservative design approaches for decades under
the leadership of Tom Ellerbe. Walsh allowed designers to pursue their talents and many
outstanding architectural award winning projects began to be presented to Ellerbe. Nelson
became CEO of Ellerbe, Inc.
In 1983, the corporation encountered financial problems due to the high overhead cost of
management and decline in the national economy. Jacobsen negotiated the services of David
Wachel, a professional accountant, who had recently been successful in returning a North
Dakota sugar refining company to profitability. Wachel reorganized the corporate structure
to reduce overhead.
As financial problems increased, officers and management of the firm, including Jacobsen and
Malcolm Neitz, VP and Secretary, resigned. Wachel assumed interim leadership as financial
officer of the firm. The Ellerbe subsidized pension plan was discontinued. Staff with a
balance of $1,750 or less in the fund were paid off in cash. Staff vested with more than
$1,750 were issued a certificate from Hancock Insurance Company with a specified
retirement income. A surplus in the pension trust fund upon meeting all obligations was in
the amount of 4 to 5 million dollars. The corporation was able to meet all financial
obligations and return to a stable operating condition. In place of the pension trust fund, a 40
IK investment program was instituted. The firm would match investment of staff with the
provision that profits were available to participate in the program. If profits were available
beyond the 40IK obligations, there would be a distribution to the entire staff.
The corporate structure was again reorganized. The five (5) subsidiaries became divisions of
Ellerbe, Inc. responsible to one Board of Directors and officers. All the executive positions
were abolished and a streamlined, less costly, corporate structure resulted.
Wachel had achieved his objectives at Ellerbe and had no desire to remain as an executive in
the firm. The presidency and CEO positions are historically an architect or engineer. It
would have been very difficult, if not impossible, for him to achieve the top position. John
LaBosky, a mechanical engineer by profession, with additional minor degrees in architecture
and others was elected President of Ellerbe, Inc. by the Board.
At the same time, the stock plan was completely revised. All existing Class B stockholders
were paid off for their shares of stock. Under the new stock plant, there was
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no set amount of Class B stock any shareholder could possess. The majority of the
shareholders in the previous stock plan were offered 250 shares of Class B new stock for
$25.00 per share. Officers of the corporation were authorized larger numbers of shares
commensurate with their position. All shares were voting stocks. Under the previous stock
plan, seven Class A stockholders controlled the firm executive positions. A majority of
four people could overthrow the presidency and CEO at any time. The revised voting
structure stabilized the structure of the firm.
In 1989, Labosky resigned after two years to become president of the Minneapolis
Downtown Council. He was replaced by John Gaunt, an architectural designer. At that
time, Robert A. Degenhardt was promoted to the position of Chief Operating Officer.
Degenhardt had successfully managed the Washington, DC regional office for the past four
years. He restored it to a profitable status for the first time since its inception in 1968.
In 1989, Ellerbe, Inc. realized a long standing goal: To establish a permanent base of
operation in California. A merger of Ellerbe and the Becket Firm, headquartered in Santa
Monica, was finalized. Becket specialized in tall building skyscraper category buildings.
Ellerbe's tallest building of record was 30 stories. Becket was also firmly established in the
orient and other foreign locations, which gave Ellerbe the opportunity to become more
active in the international market. The merged firm became Ellerbe Becket. All executive
officers of Ellerbe retained the management positions in the new firm.
Ellerbe Becket was commissioned to design and manager construction of LaSalle Plaza in
downtown Minneapolis in 1989. Upon construction completion of the complex, Ellerbe
Becket, Inc. leased space in the 30 story office building and moved from Bloomington in
1991.
The tenure of Gaunts presidency lasted until 1993, when he resigned to become Dean of
Architecture at a major university. Robert A Degenhardt was elected president and COO.
He was then promoted to President and CEO in 1994.
Under Degenhardt's efficient leadership, Ellerbe Becket has steadily enlarged its business
in all fields. It presently has a major percentage of all construction under contract
downtown Minneapolis. The international market has gown with 3 large projects in
Moscow alone and an office with a staff of 30 architects, engineers, and construction
management.
Degenhardt relinquished the presidency of Ellerbe Becket to Rick Lincicome, an architect,
in 1998. He presently is CEO and concentrates on corporate/client relations.
As the firm approaches its 90th year, it is at its peak of financial stability and firmly
established to begin the 21st century.
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ELLERBE BECKET MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Introduction

History of Ellerbe mechanical engineering prior to 1930 is sketchy to non-existent. It is
known that a corporate mechanical engineering department existed. John W. Dawson,
mechanical engineer and a principal of the firm is referenced in the Ellerbe Tradition
history of the form during the late 1920's and 1930's.
One of the earliest mechanical projects of any magnitude was the Franklin Heating Station
constructed in Rochester, Minnesota in 1928. A description of the plant is included in
history of central power plant design elsewhere. It is also known that extensive civil and
mechanical engineering design was included in military projects during Work War II.
Mechanical Chief Engineers
The earliest mechanical chief engineer of record is Carl Gausman who joined the firm in
1930. His first assignment was to diagnose the problems of a heating system in an
auditorium, which Ellerbe had designed in Aberdeen, South Dakota. Gausman came up
with a control to cycle the system heating coil valves and resolved the problem. He also
worked on the St. Paul City/County Courthouse and NSP office building. In 1935,
Gausman and the Ellerbe chief electrical engineer, Gordon Moore, resigned and formed
the firm of Gausman and Moore. Moore continued to work part-time for Ellerbe in
future years. When World War n began in 1941, work dropped off for the smaller
engineering firms. The staff of Gausman and Moore worked for Ellerbe during the war
years on the many military commissions Ellerbe received.
At the end of World War II, Gausman and Moore resumed their practice. William Sturm
came to Ellerbe with Gausman and Moore staff and stayed on with Ellerbe to become
Chief Mechanical Engineer and form a peacetime mechanical engineering department.
There was no shortage of engineers at the end of the war. While the schools of
architecture had a low priority during the war, the engineering schools mushroomed as
the government sponsored crash programs to educate engineers for the war effort. With
peacetime they were all mustered out and available for instant employment. Sturm was
able to expand the mechanical department with excellent experienced engineers almost
immediately. Among the first engineers on board were Charles G. Doll, Merland Kispert,
John Rudberg, Larry Whalen, Ray Towle, and John JCispin, an expert plumbing designer.
Sturm became a principal and was secretary of Ellerbe Architects when he died in 1961.
Merland Kispert succeeded Sturm as chief engineer. He led the department until his
resignation in 1970.
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Kispert was succeeded by John Rudberg, who assumed the position until 1975. Curt Wentz was
appointed Chief Engineer in 1975 and served through 1977. He was succeeded by Allan W. Wessel,
whose tenure lasted until 1981. Jack Hunter was assigned to the Washington, DC office in 1977 to
form a mechanical engineering department in that office.
Wessel was succeeded by Robert A. Degenhardt in 1981. Wessel developed and marketed a
"Building Owners and Operations Program" (BOOTS).
A reorganization of the firm's management structure created the position of Director of Mechanical
and Electrical engineering. Degenhardt was elevated to the newly created position. The positions of
mechanical and electrical chief engineer were replaced with leaders of smaller groups of specialty
engineers, i.e. medical, State Farm, commercial, industrial, etc., who in turn reported to Degenhardt. Al
Wessel returned to the mechanical department as head of the medical group. The system of
organization exists today with variations of structure through the years. Randy Wood, previous Chief
Structural Engineer and director of the Washington office, is presently Director of all engineering
disciplines in the firm.
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ELLERBE BECKET MEDICAL MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN

Mechanical engineering design of medical facilities has advanced "light years" since the
early forties. In those years, a hospital, with the exception of some special departments,
was very similar to an office building in mechanical design.
The only area in the typical hospital of the 1940's, which had special design considerations
was the surgery department. A specially designed supply air unit, which contained steam
heating coils, direct expansion refrigerant cooling coils, and filters of the highest efficiency
available supplied 100% outside air to each operating room. Accepted rate of air supply
was in the range of 12 air changes per hour. A comfortable temperature could be
provided. Increased air supply created objectionable drafts. No codes dictated the air
change rate, temperature or humidity set points to be maintained or filtration efficiency. A
typically designed operating room had two half round difiusers at either side of the room
supplying a large volume of air which created drafts in the air distribution system.
Fiberglass sound insulation lined the interior of supply ductwork (contrary to today's
standard). Some operating rooms had operable windows, which were opened at the
discretion of the surgeon of the day. Steam supplied convector heating units were
mounted on outside walls to maintain temperatures in winter months. No humidity control
was supplied.
All air supplied to operating rooms was exhausted from the floor level. The explosive
nature of the anesthetics necessitated one hundred percent exhaust at the floor level.
Patient rooms had no mechanical ventilation. If a room had a connecting bathroom, air
was exhausted from the bathroom. A one hundred percent outside air unit supplied
ventilation make-up air to the patient area corridors to compensate for the air exhausted
from toilets and bathrooms. Patient rooms had steam or hot water convectors to maintain
temperatures during heating season. Operable windows were the only source of cooling in
the summer. Unconditioned ventilation air was supplied to kitchen to make up for air
exhausted through range hoods.
Central air handling units with refrigerant cooling coils were introduced to the industry in
the late 40's and early 50's, which had the capacity to cool and maintain a low discharge
temperature of large volumes of air supplied from central air units. Central, complete air
conditioning of hospitals, especially in the southern areas of the United States, rapidly
became an accepted design standard. This proved to be a new era in architectural design.
Architects were no longer restricted to design of areas or departments with outside
exposure and operable windows. Departments which required larger floor space to
operate efficiently could now be placed in interior areas and designed as their functions
dictated.
Ellerbe Architects has been closely associated with nationally renowned medical experts
since its inception in 1909. Ellerbe has designed all of the Mayo Clinic diagnostic and
support laboratory facilities, including the 1914 building, Plummer 1928 buildings, and the
Mayo Diagnostic building in 1951 with a ten story expansion in 1962.
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Over the past 90 years, the design methodology has kept pace with changes in the medical
procedures and new innovations.
A ten story, one million square foot diagnostic facility with a future expansion to thirty
stories is currently under construction in Rochester, Minnesota. The facility is being
designed with as much flexibility as can be anticipated by today's standards for future use of
the spaces.
Mayo clinics were designed by Ellerbe in Jacksonville, Florida and Scottsdale, Arizona in the
1980's with provisions for future expansion. Both clinics have enlarged their practice.
The Hill Burton Act enacted into law in the 1950's provided federal funding for the
construction of hospitals in the United States. Ellerbe was already one of the foremost
medical designers. Passage of the H.B. Act increased the work load dramatically. Thomas F.
Ellerbe decreed that hospitals would be designed with maximum functioning units. Minimal
extra funds were placed upon design.
In 1958, the Shriners commissioned Ellerbe Architects to design three burn hospitals in the
United States. They are located in Galveston, Texas, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Boston,
Massachusetts. Stringent temperature and humidity control and infection control from air
supply were specified. The standard refrigerant cooling method could not maintain the wet
bulb temperature specified. A dessicant dehumidification system was designed to satisfy
conditions required.
Pressurized patient rooms were specified for infection control. Instrumentation and controls,
which are a standard of the industry today, were not available on the market in 1957.
Engineers had to use their ingenuity to design operating systems, alarms, and controls. They
met the challenge and all systems operated as designed.
The hospital of the 90's has no resemblance to the earlier models of the 40's. Air supplied to
surgery areas today is bacteria-free due to the high efficiency of filters and final filters downstream of the fan. High volumes of air (25 air changes minimum) are supplied through nonaspirating diffusers to provide a draftless air distribution and maintaining temperature and
humidity set points as demanded by occupants. Modern medical technology has
sophisticated electronic equipment with heat gain and cooling requirements. Surgical
procedures are lengthy and require a surgical team with many participants. Surgeons of
today prefer an operating environment of 68 degrees F. The mechanical design engineer
must design the system to satisfy the users criteria.
Sophisticated patient areas are required for critically ill patients. Immunely suppressed
patients must be protected from infection from possible air borne bacterial sources. Supply
air systems are designed to pressurize the patient rooms with purified air to protect the
occupants.
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ELLERBE BECKET IN CENTRAL PLANTS

Ellerbe Becket has vast experience with central heating and cooling plant design. In 1959, a
group which specialized in design of steam/electric power generation plants existed under the
direction of Ed Mackie, a principal of the firm. When Mackie retired, contacts were lost and
the reduced staff was merged with the mechanical engineering department.
Beginning with the Franklin Heating Station, Rochester Minnesota that serves the Mayo
Clinic with electrical power, steam for heating, steam for process loads, compressed air,
tempered domestic water and chilled water. The plant produces high pressure steam which is
first used for electrical power generation and then used for heating steam or in the summer
for steam turbine drive chillers.
One of the unique features of this cogeneration system is a steam condenser for one of the
steam turbine driven chillers that also has another inlet to the same condenser. It is used in
an emergency to condense excess steam from a back pressure turbine generator to allow the
generator to produce more electrical power. Steam flow from the turbine generator is
controlled with a valve from the control room that allows the operator to maximize the
generator output by condensing the excess steam.
The plant was constructed in 1928 and Ellerbe Becket throughout the years has made
improvements to the plant as well as the distribution tunnels and direct buried piping
systems that serve the buildings on the Mayo Campus.
The University of Notre Dame Power Plant serves the Campus with steam for heating,
compressed air, electrical power and chilled water. Ellerbe Becket has been providing
Professional Services to the University since 1950.
The electrical power is produced by steam turbine drive generators with the exhaust steam
used for chillers in the summer and heating steam in the winter. One of the unique features of
this plant is Chiller No. 5 which has two steam turbine inlet connections to utilize 10 psig
steam from the Turbine Generator No.6 as well as 400 psig, 750 degree F. steam from the
boilers for peak loads at 4,000 tons. Presently all of the condensers are cooled using lake
water from St. Joseph's Lake adjacent to the Power Plant. New Chillers No.6 and No.7 each
at 4,000 tons will be on line in 2000 and 1999 (Unit numbers out of sequence because of the
order of construction in the building) respectively will be cooled using a conventional cooling
tower system that uses a combination of well water, sodium zeolite softeners and acid
treatment for make-up water.
This design was included to minimize the amount of make-up water and also cooling tower
blowdown water. In order to minimize the discharge to the existing sanitary sewer system a
backwash storage tank was included to store the water and allow the water to be discharged
at a controlled rate to the sanitary sewer between softener regeneration cycles.
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Three softeners will be installed to allow for continuous operation of two softeners while
the third is in the regeneration cycle.
The Minneapolis Energy Center serves downtown Minneapolis with steam for heating and
chilled water for cooling. There are several satellite heating and cooling plants included in
the system. Ellerbe Becket began providing Professional Services in 1985 with the design
of the North Riverfront Plant which includes chillers and hot water boilers that serve only
one customer. The plant is operated remotely from the Main Plant. The Convention
Center Plant includes a 1,750 ton electric drive chiller which serves the Convention Center
as well as other customers on the system. Within the next year, a natural gas fired engine
drive chiller rated at 1,600 tons will be installed with room for a future unit. Natural gas
fired equipment will reduce chilled water costs compared with electric drive units.
The First Avenue Plant is a cooling only plant with 3-3,000 ton steam turbine drive chillers
which are operated only during peak operating periods. This unique building design
houses all of the chillers on a first floor level with cooling towers on the roof. The
building is owned by MEC, but the property is leased which allows the Owner of the
property to utilize the space below the building for surface parking. The cooling towers
are provided with a chain link fence screen wall that was designed to allow good air flow
to the tower and at the same time allow the public to view an attractive green structure
without the industrial look of a conventional cooling tower. The steam supplied to this
plant is from the underground distribution system that serves the customers for steam
heating in the winter.
The Foster House Plant was an interesting experience to restore a historic building that is
protected from demolition by the City of Minneapolis and allow the chillers, cooling
towers and standby engine generator to be installed to serve the Federal Reserve Building.
This plant has several operating schemes that allow it to operate with many modes such as
using the cooling towers, using city water cooling, using the standby generator, serving
only the Federal Reserve Building or operating in parallel with the main chilled water
system. This project combined the efforts of 4 design firms to accomplish the task as well
as four separate contractors to complete the project. MEC was the Project Manager for
the Project and it was very successful.
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HISTORY OF ELLERBE BECKET IN
SPORTS AND PUBLIC ASSEMBLY FACILITIES

Ellerbe Becket has had a long history of Sports and Public Assembly Engineering.
In earlier years of the Ellerbe Becket sport and public assembly work the mechanical teams
were made up of a small nucleus of staff with varying experience in this type of project.
The projects consisted of arenas, convention centers and other large volume spaces.
Although this type of facility was complex, it was simple compared to today's
requirements and budgets.
In approximately the last ten years Ellerbe Becket joined with a well known, but smaller
group of architects in Kansas City. At first this new branch used outside engineers to
perform the engineering, because they were familiar with the work. The Kansas City office
decided to utilize the Minneapolis engineering skill after a short time. Minneapolis has
been doing engineering work for Kansas City approximately nine years.
The Kansas City projects have been mostly arenas for both professional and collegiate
facilities. The project size has ranged from 10,000 to 23,000 seat arenas. There have
been (10) NHL and NBA type arenas and a large number of collegiate arenas.
The heating and cooling loads are heavily diversified, up to 30%, because of event types
and schedules. The chillers installed can range in size from 1,000 tons to 3,000 tons. The
boiler or heating load range in size from 500 boiler horsepower to 1,000 boiler
horsepower. The total air supply systems can range from 200,000 CFM to 500,000 CFM.
The arena can accommodate almost any type of event such as exhibits, concerts, ice
shows, hockey, baseball, arena football, motorcycle event, monster truck events and
conventions of varying sizes. The arenas are designed to accommodate the use of indoor
fireworks. The arena can accommodate space temperatures as low as 65 deg. F., 50%
relative humidity or higher.
The major factor in designing arenas or any other sports or public assembly facility is its
construction cost. A major arena can have a total construction cost of $160 million. The
mechanical costs can run as high as $15 million. Ellerbe Becket through research of
design can typically provide a state-of-the-art mechanical design while designing within
budget. Sheetmetal costs are generally one of the problems. Ellerbe Becket designs
minimize pounds of sheetmetal while improving the system performance.
The food service alone has impacted the design of this type of facility. In the early days
the vendors went to the people in the bowl. Now the vendors are offering more and better
selection of foods. Each concessions is a small restaurant.
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Recently Ellerbe Becket has designed and completed the first NHL arena with low
temperature chilled water (36 deg. F.) and desiccant dehumidification equipment. This
arena was in Florida and the design criteria was 65 deg. F. with 50% relative humidity and
20,000 spectators. The bowl air supply temperature can be as low as 40 deg. F. without
causing spectator discomfort.
Ellerbe Becket is just finishing a 7,000 seat arena design in Podolsk, Russia. We will be
involved in the construction phase. Production of any type of facility in a foreign country
is difficult, but arenas are not found in most codes and therefore it usually requires lengthy
negotiations with officials.
Recently Ellerbe Becket has become involved in designing stadiums and ballparks with
seating capacity from 45,000 to 80,000. Included is the first designed and completed
retractable roof baseball park in this country. This was the Bank One Ballpark in Phoenix.
The facility has 8,000 tons of air conditioning. Ellerbe Becket is also in the process of
designing the new Seahawks stadium and exhibition hall in Seattle, remodeling of
Lambeau Field in Greenbay and other smaller baseball parks.
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STATE FARM AND ELLERBE BECKET

The engineer and client relationship between Ellerbe and Company, as the firm was called then and
State Farm Insurance Company began in 1955 when Ellerbe was commissioned to design the new
North Central Regional Office in Roseville, Minnesota. Prior to 1955, State Farm hired architects
in the vicinity of the regional office to design these buildings. After design of the North Central
Regional office was completed, Ellerbe and Company did almost all of the design work for State
Farm Insurance Company's regional offices and headquarters buildings. Today State Farm has 26
regional offices located throughout the United States.
Mechanical design of the North Central Regional office was the state of the art practice at that
time. The hot water heating system included a scotch marine fire tube boiler, reheat coils and fin
tube radiation served by separate pumps. Interruptible gas with fuel oil back-up provided the
source of heat.
Pneumatic systems and hard wired electric devices including a time clock provided automatic
controls. Oscar Samuelson and other Ellerbe engineers found it necessary to draw electric and
pneumatic control diagrams to get the automatic operation demanded by State Farm. Until
equipment failure, operator attention was not required. Capacity of the larger heating and cooling
coils was controlled by three way water valves. Smaller reheat coils had two way valves.
A constant volume air handling system with reheat coils supplied a minimum of 8 air changes per
hour to occupied spaces. The air conditioning refrigeration system included a centrifugal water
chiller, one cooling tower, one condenser water pump and one chilled water pump. Air
conditioning zones included private offices, spaces with special heating loads such as copy and
camera rooms, perimeter zones and interior zones. Zones as large as 7,200 square feet served by
48" x 36" reheat coils were not unusual.
Humidification was provided by a steam boiler using untreated domestic water for 100% make-up
and steam distributing tubes with orifices installed in the air handling unit upstream of the cooling
coils.
Back-up for the air conditioning system was a row of operable windows that extended around the
perimeter of office spaces. No back-up was installed for the heating system. Later designs
included three heating water pumps with two pumps each sized for 50% of the reheat load
connected in parallel with a third pump sized for the radiation load to provide limited standby
capacity.
About 1960, State Farm began installing data processing rooms that varied in size from 7,200 sq. ft
to 10,000 sq. ft in regional offices. Oscar Samuelson served as the design engineer and won a
commission from State Farm to determine the lowest cost and most efficient cooling system for
data processing (D.P.) spaces. Oscar determined that strips of perforated plate diffusers installed in
the ceiling and attached to round ducts lined with fiber glass tubes (brand name Acoustiflo) that
were installed above the ceiling would provide all of the required cooling. A separate air handling
unit, a 25 ton water cooled chiller with condenser water taken from the general office cooling
tower provided refrigeration when the main office chiller was not operating. The cooling tower
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fan need not nan when D.P. was the only cooling load. Cooling D.P. equipment using a raised
floor plenum and modular cooling units was not introduced to State Farm until 1972 with the
construction of the Corporate Headquarters building on Veterans Parkway in Bloomington,
Illinois.
This mechanical design continued in use until the Arab oil embargo in 1973. State Farm personnel
in direct charge of building design also changed about this time. Jim Turner, who began his career
as purchasing agent for State Farm, had been in charge of all building construction. By 1973 he
had turned over design responsibility for mechanical and electrical work to Bob Solomon.
Immediately after the Arab oil embargo was announced, State Farm wrote their own energy
conservation code and added a requirement for full standby energy sources. State Farm required
that all boilers have dual fuel burners with firm natural gas service and fuel oil storage on site
sufficient for operation throughout the coldest month of the year. State Farm also wanted an
economical source of electric heat if both oil and gas should be in short supply. Ellerbe engineer,
Barney Dolby, recommended installation of a chiller to recover heat from data processing with
low temperature reheat and radiation systems. This recommendation was accepted.
Other stipulations limited windows to 10% of the gross wall area, required that all windows have
double pane fixed glass, required that walls have 6" thickness of glass fiber or equivalent
insulation and roofs have a TJ' value no more than .05 Btu/hr-sq. ft-°F. Lighting levels were
reduced to 70 foot candles at the desk top. These design standards remained in effect until the
adoption of ASHRAE Standard 90 or its equivalent by most of the states.
After 10 years of use or less many of the regional offices required additional space. Each addition
had a design similar to the original. To provide some standby capacity, State Farm required simple
piping interconnections between heating water and chilled water systems but would not spend the
funds, to insure that a sufficient amount of water could be pumped from one system to another to
get full benefit of such standby equipment. Building additions varied in size and so did the amount
of standby capacity.
Following completion of a new Corporate Headquarters in Bloomington, Illinois about 1974, Bob
Solomon hired Gary Holderby to train building operating personnel and act as a consultant to
design engineers. Gary quickly determined that the interconnections between equipment in
building additions and equipment in the original building were not providing much real standby
capacity.
To make this equipment work better, Ellerbe engineers introduced primary secondary pumping
systems. Gary convinced Bob Solomon that proper standby capability required one extra set of
boilers, chillers, pumps and cooling towers. He also determined that having both a steam boiler
for humidification and a hot water boiler for heating was an unnecessary expense. State Farm
systematically converted hot water boilers to steam, added steam to water converters to serve the
existing heating systems and removed the humidification boilers. For operational versatility, nine
diffusers and nine sprinklers were installed in each 30 ft x 30 ft bay. These design standards
continued in effect until Bob Solomon retired.
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Before the fire in the Northeast Regional Office about 1981, State Farm buildings had sprinkler
systems where required by law. After the fire, all of the new buildings and existing buildings
were furnished with sprinklers systems. Data processing rooms were equipped with dry pipe preaction systems.
Following retirements and changes of architectural and engineering personnel at State Farm and
Ellerbe Becket, about 1988, State Farm design standards began a slow change. A new regional
office in Tulsa, Oklahoma was designed with continuous strip windows, a decorative pool in front
of the building and cut stone radiation covers in the main lobby.
By 1996 the need to cut construction costs became the new order. At this time, standby capacity
in new designs has been reduced from 100% to 50%. Where buildings have less than 470 tons
cooling load, air cooled chillers with dual refrigeration circuits, each circuit with 50% capacity,
replaced multiple water cooled chillers. Standby chilled water pumps were eliminated. With the
introduction of gas fired humidifiers to the market, boilers were changed from steam scotch
marine type to modular hot water designs and humidification of general office spaces became a
possible value engineering item for deletion. Heating systems have perimeter radiation or reheat
coils but not both.
In 1995 with the advent of CMOS computers and parallel processing the policy to decentralize
insurance company activities in regional offices was reversed. Data centers with high speed
printing equipment were constructed in three locations and most data processing and printing
activities were moved from regional offices to the data centers.
Data centers typically have system plus system standby for all essential activities. These include
two power sources from the electric utility with separate transformers and switch gear for each
connection, two independent UPS systems, two emergency generating stations each with
sufficient capacity to maintain data center operation, two chilled water plants, two heating plants
and a multiple purpose (fire protection, condenser water makeup, chilled water storage) thermal
storage water tank. Modular cooling units in data processing are equipped with two power
sources and switches that automatically connect to the live power source if one source fails. D.P.
equipment is served by static transfer switches. The two chilled water systems are independently
piped to each modular cooling unit.
Oscar Samuelson headed the design teams for State Farm until his resignation in 1967. Curt
Wentz was named the lead engineer after Oscar and continued in that role until his promotion to
manager. Barney Dolby led the design teams from 1970 to 1976. Ray Bade led the mechanical
design teams from 1976 until September, 1989 when the teams were considered too large a part
of the mechanical CCI department and Steve Wernersbach became the first mechanical State
Farm department manager. In 1995, Steve Wernersbach returned to the medical group and David
Conner was named department head.
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Appendix F.2
ELLERBE BECKET AND ASHRAE

Ellerbe Becket has a graduated level of subsidizing staff membership in ASHRAE. The
amount of subsidy varies from monthly meeting expense to payment of membership dues
and cost of attendance at society meetings. The plan was originated by Robert A.
Degenhardt, CEO of Ellerbe Becket, who joined the firm in 1981 as Chief Mechanical
Engineer. His reasoning was those who became active in ASHRAE and took advantage
of the opportunities of technical education available should be rewarded and supported.
Ellerbe Becket makes significant generous contributions to the Research Promotion fund
annually.
Minnesota ASHRAE Chapter
Past Presidents who were employees of Ellerbe Becket
Carl Gausman
1935 - 1936
William Sturm
1952 - 1953
William Arndt
1965 - 1966
Joseph F. Pfost
1972-1973
William F. Wharton 1977 - 1978
Allan W. Wessel 1979 - 1980
Oscar S. Samuelson 1980-1981
William A. Murray 1988 - 1989
Rawley Brodeen 1991-1992
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Appendix F.I HISTORY OF A COMPANY;
HONEYWELL
Honeywell history as it relates to ASHRAE

1885-1885

Honeywell officially started with invention of "Damper Flapper" 1885
Butz Thermo-Electric Regulator Co., Minneapolis, incorporated 1888
Renamed Electric Thermostat Co.(Robbins as president) 1892
Reorganized as Electric Heat Regulator Co.(EHR) 1893

1896-1905

EHR directors agree to sell company to W.R. Sweatt 1898
EHR sells its damper regulators door to door 1900
M.C. Honeywell Plumbing & Heating in business in Wabash 1904
EHR factory moves to larger Minneapolis quarters (old skating rink) 1905

1906-1915

First clock thermostat (Jewell hand wound clock) 1911
EHR changes name to Minneapolis Heat Regulator Co. (MHR) 1912
MHR builds & moves in at 4th ave. & 28th St. So. 1912 First direct
factory branch opens in Milwaukee 1914

1916-1925

Honeywell Heating Specialties formed 1916
MHR builds 3-story Home Office addition 1919
MHR begins production of oil burner limit controls 1920
Tirne-O-Stat Corp., Milwaukee formed 1924

1926-1935

MHR merges with Honeywell to form Minneapolis-Honey well Rag. Co.(M-H) 1927
Time-O-Stat Controls Corp, Elkhart,lN founded 1928
M-H establishes first foreign subsidiary in Toronto, Canada 1930
M-H forms Space Heating Division (later known as Commercial Division) 1931
M-H purchases Time-O-Stat Controls, Elkhart, IN 1931
M-H purchases Brown Instrument Co., Philadelphia 1934
1935 marks 50 years for M-H and 75 years for Brown Instrument

1936-1945

M-H buys control business of Bishop & Babcock Manufacturing Co., Cleveland 1936
M-H introduces "Weatherstat" for heat loss control zoned by exposure 1936
M-H buys National Regulator Co., Chicago (line of pneumatic controls) 1937
M-H buys old Ford plant in Minneapolis (Downtown Plant) 1943
Commercial Division competes with Johnson & Powers for HVAC jobs worldwide

1946-1955

John Haines Society President 1955
Jim Locke Chapter President 1955-56
Ed Snyder Chapter President 1951-52
John Haines Chapter President 1946-47
M-H buys H. Belfield Co., Philadelphia (line of large control valves) 1948
M-H introduces Electronic Controls for both Commercial 8 Residential 1948
M-H buys Domestic Thermostat Co., Gardena, CA (water heater controls) 1950
M-H buys MicroSwitch, Freeport, IL 1950
Commercial Division initiates major program of service for old pbs 1951
Round thermostat (the Honeywell Round) introduced 1953

1956-1965

John Fox (Honeywell Canada) Society President 1962-63
Bill Fay Chapter President 1964-65 Joe Jester Chapter President 1958-59
Dale Wissmiller ASRE Section Chairman 1957-58
M-H buys Lord-Taber Co, NY (fire detection & alarm products) 1957
M-H buys American Sentry, Inc, PA (electronic building security equipment) 1958
Building Automation Control (BAG) started via Selectographic DataCenters 1960
Computerized control of very large buildings/complexes introduced 1962
Company goes "vertical" (by divisions) 1962
Order processing computerized via D-1000 (Honey well's Datamatic line) 1963
Sensor-controller provides a major breakthrough in pneumatic control 1963
Company's official name changed to Honeywell Inc. 1964

1966-1975

Jay Skarnes Chapter President 1967-68
Commercial Division introduces Delta 2000 (new BAC concept) 1970
Commercial Division completes network of Distribution Centers 1974
Commercial Division introduces Delta 1000(new BAC concept) 1974
Residential Division introduces home owner programmable thermostats 1975

1976-1985

Honeywell celebrates its Centennial Year 1985
Bob McDonald Society President 1984-85
Will Johnson Chapter President 1982-83
Jim Wohlford Chapter President 1978-79
Direct Digital Control (DDC) becomes the popular control technique
DeltaNet (BAC) introduced 1984

1986-1995

10 years of ASHRAE Golden Circle Awards ($10,000 Research contributions)
Jim Woods prominent in ASHRAE indoor air quality (IAQ) efforts
John Janssen chairs Standards Project Committee for IAQ Standard 62
Lou Flagg Society President 1988-89
EXCEL 5000 introduced at ASHRAE/ARI Exhibition 1993
Lou Flagg chairs ASHRAE Centennial Committee 1992-1995

HISTORY OF A COMPANY

ATS&R
ARMSTRONG, TORSETH, SKOLD AND RYDEEN, INC.
8501 Golden Valley Road
Suite 300
Minneapolis, MN 55427
Armstrong & Schlichting was founded in 1944 by G Clair Armstrong
and Gordon A. Schlichting. . Armstrong attended the School of
Architecture at the University of Minnesota, The Depression years
were difficult and forced him to quit school before graduating to find
work to support his family. Gordon graduated from the University of
Minnesota, School of Architecture, in 1936. Clair and Gordon met
while working at the office of Shifflet & Pesek in Minneapolis. The
combination of a creative designer and a detailed-oriented
businessperson has always been a winning combination for the firm
and one of the keys to the firm's stability and success. Armstrong and
Schlichting recruited other partners to continue the firm after they
would leave. They felt the buildings they designed would last far
longer than they would and they wanted the client to continue to be
served.
1944 to 1954
The types projects included residential, light commercial and churches.
The firm won awards for their church designs in the early 1950s. John
C. Torseth joined the firm in 1954. Kenneth L. Skold joined the firm in
1955.
1956 to 1962
The firm was incorporated as a Minnesota corporation on January 1,
1956 as John Torseth and Ken Skold became shareholders in the
corporation. In 1956 the firm designed its first major school project
(Lincoln Senior High School) in Bloomington, Minnesota. In 1958,
Harold E. Shull, Mechanical Engineer, and Donald L. Yungner,
Electrical Engineer, joined the firm to expand services by offering
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering to clients. James E. Rydeen
joined the firm in 1959. The company was providing design work for a
diverse clientele.

1962 to 1973
In 1962 the firm was renamed, Armstrong, Schlichting, Torseth &
Skold, Inc. In 1966 James E. Rydeen became a shareholder in the
corporation. The firm’s school work expanded to include
Bloomington, Anoka, Edina, Shakopee, Chaska and the new
Intermediate School District formed for the new North and South
Campuses of Hennepin Technical Colleges.
Gordon A. Schlichting retired in 1972 and the firm was renamed
Armstrong, Torseth, Skold & Rydeen, Inc. (ATS&R) In 1973, the
corporation expanded to include Kenneth E. Grabow, AIA, LeRoy H.
Palmquist, AIA, Daniel P. Gallagher, AIA, Donald L. Yungner, P.E.
and Harold E. Shull, P.E. With the addition of Donald Yungner and
Harold Shull, the company began offering design of Electrical and
Mechanical systems
1974 to 1985
G. Clair Armstrong retired in 1974. As more partners became involved
and people retired, a decision was made not to change the name again.
From the mid 1970s through 1981 the company continued to focus on
school and church design, winning several design awards. In 1981,
ATS&R expanded their educational practice by purchasing the
Architectural firm of Hendrix & Snyder. Tom continues to work for
ATS&R to this day. ATS&R has developed an award winning design
reputation for schools and churches. ATS&R expanded services by
adding the Interior Design department.
In 1983, Paul W. Erickson, Dan Moll and Paul Snyder became
shareholders in the corporation and in 1984, Tammy Magney and Bill
Snyder became shareholders.
In 1991, Jim Rydeen was contacted by the Anchorage School District
to conduct seminars on Middle Schools. These seminars led to
ATS&R becoming the design architect for the new Chugiak-Eagle
River Middle School in Alaska.
In 1994, Jim Rydeen was inducted into the College of Fellows,
American Institute of Architects for his outstanding service in
educational planning and design. More than 83,500 licensed architects
and associated professionals are members of the AIA Less than 3% of
architects in the American Institute of Architects are selected for the
College of Fellows.

In 1994, ATS&R further expanded from a regional school design firm
into a nationally recognized firm. Naperville, Illinois contacted
ATS&R to design a new high school based on a similar design to the
new Stillwater High School. Two years later, lightning struck again
near Allentown, Pennsylvania, thus propelling ATS&R into the
national school market.
In 1996, ATS&R became an international design firm as a consultant
for the Kingdom Academy (An Educational Complex) in Saudi
Arabia. Additional school design is underway in the country of
Jordan.
In 1997, ATS&R was chosen by the Overland Park, KS, school district
to design the new Blue Valley High School and Naperville needed two
new middle schools and a Pre-school—Kindergarten Center—and
Administrative building. .
The Landscape Architecture department was added in the late 1980s
and Technology in 1990. The Civil Engineering department was added
as another service in the late 1990s. ATS&R now offered Educational
clients and others comprehensive professional design services
coordinated by the same firm.
In 1997 a change in philosophy allowed additional partners to include
members of each of the in-house disciplines. As a result of that
philosophy clients benefit from having a partner engaged in every
project undertaken by the firm. Currently, Paul W. Erickson provides
leadership to ATS&R as its President.
In 1998, department directors from mechanical, electrical, site
development, technology, and interior design were brought into the
partnership of ATS&R to emphasize the firm's multi-disciplinary
services provided to our clients. Over the past 10 years, ATS&R has
continued its reputation as a recognized planning, architectural, and
engineering firm designing preK-12 projects throughout the country as
well as locations internationally. School projects range from small to
large additions/alterations projects, to new elementary schools and
high schools up to 500,000 square feet. In 2004, ATS&R celebrated
it's 60th birthday, and has a bright future providing quality services for
the preK-12 market.
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THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

We believe in accountability, working communications and quality services that result in highly
satisfied clients and collaborators.

Our work is guided by integrity in all dealings and respect for science and the
natural environment.

The Weidt Group was founded in 1977 to help the design and construction community
understand and account for the environmental impacts of building design and construction.

Chaska, MN Office

Founded in 1977

The Weidt Group’s second
office in Chaska, Minnesota.
Adaptive reuse of an existing
structure, daylighting with
high-bay windows, and solar
penetration control using an
operable awning—and
baseball caps.

THE WEIDT GROUP®
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THE WEIDT GROUP®

THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

Founding Members Building Energy
Performance Standards (B.E.P.S)
Founding Members of
ASHRAE 90.1 Committee
Founding Members of the NFRC
Participants in DOE’s
Whole Building Design Roundtable
Pioneers in software for the A/E Industry
Members International Program for
Measurement and Verification Protocols
(IPMVP) for New Construction
Contributors to the NCARB Sustainable
Design monograph
26 LEED® Accredited Professionals
Principle contributors to the Minnesota
Sustainable Building Guidelines (B3)

The Weidt Group Staff

30+ Years of Innovation and Measurable Success

© 2009
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THE WEIDT GROUP®

1980 Design Tools
!PEGFIX/PEGFLOAT
!MPSLR
!BUEHRER
!Energy Graphics
!HDD and Bin Weather
!Proprietary Programs
!Physical Models

Design Goals
!Passive Daylighting
!Passive Solar Heating
!Natural Cooling
!Lower Utility Bills
!Higher Occupant
Comfort

Base

Heat

Cool

Light

Fans

Goal

DHW

As Built

Current

THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

“Our bank is a joy to work in.
It is quiet, open and full of light.”
-Pat Hart, Owner
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SSB Energy Use

!The building's actual energy performance still meets the
original energy model—more than 25 years later.

!Three-year monitoring period showed the building
consumed less than 35 KBtu/ft2- a 60% energy savings.

Daylighting and passive heating and cooling design.

!Designed in 1981- U.S. Department of Energy Passive
Solar Commercialization Project

Security State Bank, Wells, MN

Hickey Thorstenson Grover Architects
with Emanuelson Podas Engineers

As constructed

Daylighting model

One of the First Commercial Daylighting Projects

BTU/SF*YR

© 2009
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Owner receives incentives from Xcel
Energy to reduce the cost of conservation
measures
Sophisticated computer analysis of 50-80
strategies per building
Owner and Architect/Engineer team make
decisions based on hard numbers

Currently known as Xcel Energy’s Energy
Design Program:
Over 400 buildings have participated,
including offices, schools, hospitals,
government buildings, multi-family housing,
and more
Savings average about 30% over
Minnesota Energy Code
Paybacks typically range from 1-4 years

THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

InterDistrict Downtown School, Minneapolis
Cuningham Group Architecture, P.A.
with Michaud Cooley Erickson Engineers

MN Departments of Agriculture and Health
Lab Building, St. Paul
Hammel, Green and Abrahamson, Inc.
Architects and Engineers

!The Weidt Group currently coordinates the EDA program for Xcel Energy in Minnesota
and Colorado.

!Since 1993, the Energy Design Assistance (EDA)-Custom Consulting program from Xcel
Energy has enabled collaboration between The Weidt Group and the building design
and construction community in Minnesota.

Energy Design Assistance Program, Xcel Energy

First Commercial Design Assistance Program

© George Heinrich

THE WEIDT GROUP®

© 2009

© George Heinrich
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Features and Results
!Southern exposure for
passive solar heating
!A protected and earth
sheltered north
exposure
!A “tuned” fenestration
design which optimally
balances conduction
loss, solar gain and
daylight
!Daylighting for the entire
projects’ floor area
!High quality, bilateral
daylighting
!An unconditioned
vestibule “tower” with
natural ventilation
!Site landscaping to
buffer northern winds in
the winter and shade the
south plaza in summer

THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

Barbour/LaDouceur Design
Group with
Martin Mechanical Design, Inc.
and Vareberg Engineering

Overall, the actual building exceeded the design goals, using on average 22,385 Btu/ft2-yr
(0.61 kWh/m2-yr) annually and generating 30,864 Btu/ft2-yr (0.84 kWh/m2-yr) to result in a
building that generated more energy than it used from 2005-2006.

The Weidt Group provided design guidelines, including building and window orientation, ratios
of windows relative to wall and floor area, insulation levels, and minimum sloped roof area
variables for integrated PV panels.

Science House, Science Museum of Minnesota

First Net Zero Energy Building

© George Heinrich

THE WEIDT GROUP®

© George Heinrich
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Energy and Atmosphere
!Commissioning
!Optimize Energy
Performance
!High performance
glazing and daylighting
controls
!High efficiency lighting
designs with controls
!High efficiency chillers,
motors, VSDs & heat
recovery
!Measurement and
Verification

THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

The Weidt Group provided
design collaboration and
analysis on this innovative
daylighting system to even
out daily and annual solar
distribution in the atrium.

!The Weidt Group provided computerized solar penetration and daylighting analysis,
sustainable design recommendations and DOE-2 modeling of alternative strategies to
conserve energy

!200,000 sf LEED pilot chemistry lab in Skokie, Illinois

Pharmacia Chemistry Lab

First LEED® Gold Laboratory

© Steve Hall, Hedrich Blessing

THE WEIDT GROUP®

Flad Architects
and Engineers

© Steve Hall, Hedrich Blessing

© 2009
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Sustainable Design
Principals
!Reduce building energy
consumption
!Improve the ecology of
the site
!Appropriate selection of
building materials
!Provide a healthy and
productive human
environment
!Restore agricultural field
to natural prairie
!Reduce storm-water
runoff from site to reexisting conditions and
process wastes utilizing
sanitary wetland
technology
!Material selections
based on recyclability,
reuse, IAQ, embodied
energy

THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

RDG Planning & Design, Architects
with Alvine and Associates, Engineers

!2002 AIA National Committee on the Environment
Top Ten Green Project

!Iowa Association of Municipal Utilities building helped define
and embody high performance sustainable design on a
speculative office building budget

!Designed before the advent of the LEED Rating System

IAMU Office & Training Facility

First AIA COTE Top Ten Green Project

Assassi Productions

THE WEIDT GROUP®

Assassi Productions

© 2009
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THE WEIDT GROUP®

THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

!The first image shows the variable lighting system and how daylight affects the lighting
electrical load. The second image shows the same profile against the original model,
allowing the owner to understand their return on investment of the lighting system.

For ongoing Measurement & Verification (M&V), the modeled data was imported into
Quality Attributes Software’s iBPortalTM platform and is compared to real-time data

51,000 square-foot D.H. Blattner & Sons, Inc. headquarters in Avon, Minnesota

DH Blattner Headquarters Ongoing Monitoring

First Real-time Energy Use Monitoring vs. Model

© 2009
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THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

DH Blattner Headquarters Ongoing Monitoring

Expectation
Reality

Model

First Real-time Energy Use Monitoring vs. Model

© 2009
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Hiawatha City Hall
Novak Design Group with West Plains Engineering

King's Pointe Hotel and Water Park
BCDM Architects
with Schaefer Engineering

THE WEIDT GROUP HISTORY

King's Pointe Hotel and Water Park, Storm Lake, IA
Hiawatha City Hall, Hiawatha, IA
Storm Lake Elementary School, Storm Lake, IA
Hy-Vee Warehouse Addition, Cherokee, IA
Evans Middle School, Ottumwa, IA
Conveyor Engineering Facility, Cedar Rapids, IA
All Saints Catholic Church, Cedar Rapids, IA
Iowa Job Corps Center, Ottumwa, IA
Wave Basin Building, University of Iowa, Coralville, IA
Benton Atkins Elementary Addition & Renovation, Atkins, IA
Marion ISD High School Addition, Marion, IA
Town Center - The Meth-Wick Community, Cedar Rapids, IA
Data Center, University of Iowa, Coralville, IA

Commercial New Construction projects:

MidAmerican Energy Company and Alliant Energy/IPL

First Joint Utility CNC Program in Iowa
© King's Pointe Waterpark Resort
© Knutson Construction Services

THE WEIDT GROUP®

© Knutson Construction Services
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Thank you
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